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Personage behind the research and the results in short.
This book is the result of the relentless work and research
done by the retired boat yard owner Mr. Bengt Blomberg of
Stockholm, Sweden and his team of laminate and coating
specialists .
An offshore powerboat pilot (Offshore2 world speed record
holder 1969-93 together with his wife Heidi), active in the
marine repair and boat building business for over four
decades, Mr. Blomberg became familiar with the problem in
the early 1970's. During the following 20 years his yard
performed hundreds of ”osmosis repairs.
Over the years, he actively tested and recorded the
performance of just about every known "osmosis" repair
method; from propane burners, to grinding, sandblasting,
peeling and infrared heat.
Mr. Blomberg was the first to use high pressure (350 bars)
wet-slurry blasting systems for gel coat and blister removal,
but the long -term results continued to be disappointing.
The "osmosis" recurred to a greater or lesser degree and
no method seemed to permanently cure the problem.
Initially, he accepted the explanations of the "osmosis"
problem provided by resin and coatings manufacturers,
surveyors and other "experts" and followed their
recommended repair procedures.
Soon finding these methods and their associated theories to
be inadequate and illogical, Mr. Blomberg set out to find the
true reasons for and the chemical facts behind the problem.
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A closer survey of all the many circulating different and
confusing explanations of the problem revealed more of an
industry that was anxious not to frighten presumptive boat
buyers, than presenting the truth of it.
1953-64 Mr Blomberg was director of a major automotive
chemical factory where he among else developed the first
water-soluble detergent for removing of silicone contaminates
from windscreens and delicate enamels. The formula is still
widely used when cars are re-painted. Also a co-founder of the
Swedish-German-Polish-US rust prevention research firm Safe
Coat, Mr Blomberg had sufficient chemical knowledge and
trade connections to be able to scrutinise the confusing
information available about "osmosis" and polyester related
research.
A number of hulls with different stages of “osmosis”
damages were bought and cut into pieces for laboratory tests
and strength comparisons.
Within a couple of years the team could present the exact
reasons for and the chemistry behind the problem:
A polyester laminate needs “post curing” at 80-90ºC in order
to cure completely. Of economical reasons this is, with few
exceptions, not performed at boat construction.
A not post cured laminate contains 10-15% uncured and not
totally cured polyester resin. As described in the following
publication, such uncured resin enclosures can be transformed
into its original acid-alkali-glycol substances by adding of a few
water molecules.
This is called hydrolysis, but has nothing to do with excess
water entrance or faulty construction, as commercial sources
have brainwashed us to believe for many years!
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All laminates, perfect or with faults, with or without special
“watershield” coats, will absorb enough water to feed the
hydrolysis. It is just a property of the material, which the mighty
industry has used all means to hide from the consumers.
At this stage the research team became confused: What we
had found was related to practically all produced GRP hulls.
Why then were not all of them affected by the hydrolysis?
Could we be on the wrong way?
Another two years of numerous tests learned us a lot more
of the so called “osmosis” process but not what we were
looking for: The trigger.
1992 Mr. Blomberg by sheer coincidence met a retired
director of research at a major British resin manufacturer.
The researcher was familiar with the problem, having
studied it in the early 1960's, as architectural FRP panels
mysteriously had developed "lumps" or "warts" - what we today
would call "osmosis" blisters.
The studies at the time led to a better post curing technique,
which remedied the problem. The project was shelved and the
findings were never made public.
The information gleaned from this study suggested a very
important theory : Normally the uncured enclosures can not
be affected by the water.
Occasionally
specific "trigger" enclosures of styrene
covered by uncured polyester and pierced by a fibreglass
strand exist.
The strand allows water molecules or even moisture to
enter and react with the styrene diluted inside of the uncured
polyester skin and the hydrolyse starts!
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In order for a styrene globule to form around a strand, and
create such a "trigger", certain specific criteria induced during
the manufacturing process had to be fulfilled.
Some laminates have no such "triggers" and will therefore
not develop "osmosis", explaining the random nature of the
problem.
( Note: The explanation of the enclosures has been kept
simple for the normal yacht owner, but as a few ones with
chemical background have pointed out, that styrene will never
form drops in the curing laminate but pass through as a gas.
Therefore I must explain it a little better. What causes the
enclosures are small drops of resin and other substances
dissolved in styrene which of different reasons do not cure.
After being enclosed within the cured laminate, the not cured
resin and eventually other substances fall out against the
cured "wall" and leave styrene as a fluid in the center.)
Thorough testing of the "trigger" theory was performed
using remaining material from the earlier used test hulls.
When test pieces from areas just over the waterline was split
up into separate laminate layers, a few pin-head sized dark
spots were found. The microscope clearly revealed enclosures
with both the penetrating strand and the hydrolysed resin.
After considerable time, effort and expense, this extensive
research confirmed the validity of the "trigger" theory, revealed
the true cause of the problem and worst of all, found that the
process causes not only ”cosmetic” blisters but also very
severe damages deep in the laminate.
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Important research results in short:
1. Totally contradicting earlier theories, the
“osmosis” is not caused by excessive water
entrance.
There is absolutely no osmotic forces involved
(the gelcoat is an absorbing material which can
never act as an osmotic membrane)!
It is the hydrolysis process, which creates the
water soluble products and the cavities, which then
allows for excess water to enter and cause the high
moisture readings.
2. It is the pthtallic acid, formed in the process,
which causes the chain reaction and damages, not
the water!
The acid forms as not water soluble crystals
and can not be washed out of the laminate as
claimed by some epoxy suppliers.
Even after years of hardstand and weekly
washes, the acid will remain in the capillaries and
cavities, dissolved in styrene and glycol.
The hydrolysis will restart as soon as the hull is
launched, how well watershielded it might be.
The laminate can become severe damages
before any warning blisters show up again.
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3. Long time tests proved: Contradicting earlier
theories most “osmosis” hulls, conventionally dried
and epoxy coated without effective acid removal,
become deep damages faster than similar hulls not
treated at all!
Excess water in the laminate does no harm!
Instead, due to temperature differences in the
surroundings, the water moves in and out and thus
washes out a lot of the harmful residues.
Further a free moisture movement in the
laminate has a cooling effect which considerably
slows down the hydrolysis.
The hysteria about watershielding is created
only by the heavy advertising about “perfect” epoxy
or other expensive (= high margin) products which
should keep the water out.
In reality no such product will do better than to
slow down the water entrance 3-7 times more
effective than the gelcoat.
Therefore it can not stop the hydrolyse. It will
only cover the problem in a way, that you will not se
the warning blisters for a long time!
Instead the coating decreases the above
mentioned washing and cooling effects and
accelerates the damages.
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A watershield coating without a total
removal of acid remnants, styrene and uncured
resin is a waste of your money to-day and will
cost you a lot more in the future!
If a proper treatment with controlled residue
removal (just moisture meter control is of no value)
can be performed, a watershielding is advisable.
Not in order to stop hydrolyse, but to avoid
weight increase for as long as possible after
launching.
When such a treatment is too expensive in
relation to the value of the boat, our experience is:
Do not watershield, just sand eventually blisters
open once a year and apply antifouling only.
This will retain de-laminations and the softening
of the hull for much longer than an epoxy coating!
4. “Osmosis” blisters is really not a cosmetic
problem only! They are just the visible sign that the
hydrolysis of the polyester has affected at least one
laminate layer.
Already when the first blister shows, hydrolyse
alkali products have reduced the bond between
fibre glass and polyester in the total under water
laminate!
This causes a 20-30% loss of structural strength
which no “dry and shield” treatment can restore.
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Without a proper treatment large parts of the
laminate layers will sooner or later have the
polyester hydrolysed with only soft wet fibreglass
left.
5. During the research hundreds of larger hulls with
heavy woven roving mats in the laminate have
been surveyed.
All were found to have numerous triggers
inside each roving layer and more or less severe
hydrolysis de-laminations deep in the laminate.
However most of them showed no telltale
blisters at all!
All owners of hulls of 45’ and up are
sincerely advised to use a Tramex Skipper
moisture meter on scale 2 and check for high
reading areas every 2-3 years.
Drilling of a few 10 mm test holes in such
areas will reveal damages before the repair
costs run too high.
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6. In order to permanently stop the hydrolysis and
restore the bond between glass and polyester two
tasks were found inevitable.
First: Heating of the laminate to 80-90C.
A. In order to post cure as much as possible of the
uncured enclosures.
B. To restore the bond between the glass and the
polyester.
C. To get all pthtallic acid dissolved and fluid.
D. To make the cured polyester temporarily soft
and enable removal of deep situated hydrolyse
residues and remaining uncured polyester.
Second: A technique to remove at least the
part of the acid which is dissolved in styrene.
The acid dissolved in the glycol is much less
dangerous as the glycol is imprisoned in the
original enclosure cavities.
The molecules are too large to move along the
capillaries.
Of course the acid/glycol/water mixture found in
eventually de-lamination areas must be removed.
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So far the research has not revealed any other technique,
than the so called “hyper absorption” or short HYAB, which
can perform all tasks needed without damaging the
laminate.
This technique is based upon alternating, high volume,
hot and cool fast air streams directed against the laminate
surface.
It has been used during the research since 1988 with
perfect results.
When the team later took over and improved the patents
involved, the name HYAB DryTech was adopted for the
work.
1993-94 test program Centres were established in the
worst “osmosis” hit areas of the World:
New Zealand, Hong Kong, Florida and Canary Islands.
About 25 badly damaged hulls with one or more earlier
unsuccessful treatments in their histories were repaired at
each Centre in order to prove the developed technique.
The research team concentrated on finding techniques
also for restoring the loss of strength and softness of the
laminate caused by the hydrolysis.
The resulting drilling and epoxy injection technique was
applied already on some of the above mentioned test hulls
with perfect results.
Independent University tests 1998 proved, that the
technique made the laminate even stronger and stiffer than
original!
At the end of 1998 over 80 of the test hulls had been
launched for over 4 years without any recurrence signs and
also the rest of them after 2-3 years had no problems.
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1999 the rights of bringing the developed techniques
into the market was transformed to the Dutch company
HYAB International b.v.
It is marketed as HYAB Osmocure and besides taking
over the South Pacific were now six HYAB Centres are
busy, the Company has established new Centres in
Holland, Germany, Mallorca, Malta and Greece.
Interested parties can get info from their web site:
www.hyab-osmocure.com
However the research proceeds in order to find still better
and less costly means for hydrolyse treatment.
May be anyone, after studying the following detailed
explanation of the problem, can get any ideas about what
can be done?
Please then contact Mr Blomberg by e-mail:
blomberg@osmosisinfo.com

As an example I can now, July 2001, present the HotVac
system developed by the English team Terry Davey and
John Ashton. It is based on heated vacuum mats and after
thorough tests I can verify, that it functions fully as well as
HYAB and without any environmental problems. Also it
needs much less manual labor.
Visit their web site www.hotvac.com
This was a little push for the so far only repair facilities
which can provide a total solution for the problem.
Hopefully more will follow.

Regards
The Author.
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CHAPTER 1

A study of the chemical processes involved
and their effect on FRP hull strength

1

2

1. WHAT CAUSES "OSMOSIS"?
1.1. "Osmosis" is in reality not an adequate name.
In the sixties a leading yachting magazine wrote an article
about a mysterious "illness" hitting FRP boats.
In short it said that intruding water caused an "osmotic
pressure" that de-laminated the FRP layers.
This theory was repeated by a lot of other magazines and
created the now universally accepted name "osmosis".
The basis for these articles, most likely, was the results of
core sample testing provided at that time.
In all samples from blistered hulls, the tests revealed a
much higher content of WSM:s (water soluble materials),
glycol and free styrene than normal for a sound laminate.
Lacking practical field experience with the problem, an
incredibly long-lived but false theory was introduced, that the
gel coat blisters are formed when the concentrated solution of
WSM:s and glycol in the laminate absorbs water through the
gel coat by ”osmosis”.
The term „osmosis” was born and spread all around the
world!
In fact there is practically no osmosis involved in the
process and it certainly does not create any delaminating
pressure.
Today, with the field knowledge that gallons of the
substances in question can be found within a few m² laminate,
it is easy to understand, that the substances found are created
by the process and not the opposite.
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Incredibly enough some core sample testing laboratories
still report findings of ”substances which might cause osmosis
damages” and thus keep the myth alive.
Also the myth has been used by the boat industry in order to
make the public believe in a ”minor” problem caused by a few
careless boat builders!
As late as 1988 a couple of well known boat builders wrote
articles in English an Scandinavian yachting magazines, telling
that the ”osmosis” problem itself was a myth and really did not
exist!!
1.2. ”Osmosis” reason: Hydrolyse of uncured resin!
Five years of intense laboratory research and practical tests
on hundreds of samples from cut up ”osmosis” hulls as well as
on whole hulls gave us quite a new view of the reasons for and
the damages formed by the ”osmosis” plague.
The main reason for the ”osmosis” was found to be, that
boat hulls are too large to be post cured within an economical
range.
Post curing at 80ºC after the initial curing in the mould is
needed for polyester resins to achieve a total curing of all the
polyester chains.
Instead of post curing, usually laminate dimensions are
increased to compensate for the 10-15% lower strength due to
the missing post curing.
There have been few considerations about the chemical
consequences!
A not post cured laminate contains as much as 10% styrene
enclosures with a ”skin” of uncured polyester between them
and the cured polyester.
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Further many of the cured polyester chains have no curing
links in the ends, so called ”dangling chains”
1.2.1. The styrene enclosures:
The ”osmosis” begins, when under certain circumstances
moisture enters the styrene enclosure.
Water in combination with the styrene hydrolyses the
surrounding uncured polyester.
The large polyester molecules split into a multitude of
smaller acid, alkali and glycol molecules which need more
space than the original ones.
This creates a pressure which forms blisters in the elastic
gel coat.
A not commonly known effect of the ”osmosis” process is,
that the very small alkali molecules follow the inward capillary
movement of the moisture and cause a loss of bond between
fibreglass and polyester.
The result is a loss of strength in the hull of 20-30%,
and abnormal damage can be caused by the slightest
grounding.
1.2.2. The ”dangling chains”:
Dangling chains are the main reason for many "osmosis"
recurrences after common treatments.
As mentioned before, acid e.g. pthtalic acid is formed during
the hydrolysis process.
The acid is also absorbed into deeper laminate layers and
will stay there despite any kind of normal washing and drying.
When pthtalic acid molecules come into contact with cured
polyester chains attached with ”dangling chains”, the total
chain breaks up into styrene and uncured polyester.
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The resulting mixture is extremely sensitive to hydrolysis
and needs small amounts of moisture to restart the process.
1.2.3. Enough water always available
Beside moisture entering from inside condensation and the
bilges, even the most successful drying will leave at least 0.5%
moisture in the laminate, enough for severe hydrolysis to
proceed in spite of high quality watershield systems!
Especially in large hulls with heavy roving layers and/or
sandwich core, such a huge amount of polyester can be
hydrolysed that several m² of one or more laminate layers are
no longer bound together.
After a short time this "de-lamination" fills with gallons of an
acid/glycol/water mixture.
If left unattended, in a few years the laminate will have lots
of areas where only the gel coat over wet soft fibreglass is left!
(See pictures)
Very often no telltale blisters will form as the pressure is
evened out in the de-laminations.

Fresh water flushing of a 3m²
wide hydrolyse delamination.
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Only soft black acid soaked fibres
remain here after removal of watershield and two laminate layers of
old repair material.

Acid fluid from deep laminate
layers wells out from test
hole.

1.3. Uncured resin in laminate can be hydrolysed.
To enable an "osmosis" process to start, molecules of
uncured polyester, styrene and water must come into direct
contact. Fortunately, water cannot affect properly cured
polyester.
However, when moulding FRP, there are a lot of more or
less uncontrollable circumstances, which cause excess
styrene to be trapped inside the cured material.
Such styrene enclosures are always separated from the
cured surrounding by a skin of not cured polyester resin.

1.4. Why does the "osmosis" not start in all FRP hulls?
Most "experts" explain that "osmosis" is merely a result of
faulty manufacturing.
Regarding boats, water is supposed to enter into the hull by
diffusion and capillary effects and then by osmotic force be
brought into the enclosures.
Not accepting this for a truth, the HYAB organization spent
many years analysing "osmosis" hulls for some substance that
could be the trigger of the process.
Finally in 1993 the answer was found.
1.5. Trigger found: fibre strand penetrating enclosure.
Finally in 1993, studying an old laboratory report about
"leaching"(very similar to "osmosis") in FRP roofing elements,
a plausible theory was found.
Even if not practically tested, it gave reasonable answers to
all earlier pecularities.
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The report ascertained that there can be no osmotic force
between pure water and pure styrene but that water might
enter along a fibreglass strand piercing the styrene enclosure!
Practical tests performed by HYAB have proved this theory
to be valid.
1.5.1. Enclosures do not normally form around strands.
Further the tests
showed, that except
when damp
fibreglass is used (in such cases it is well known that
"osmosis" always occurs), it is not normal that enclosures are
formed around a fibre strand.
Due to the high surface tension of the uncured resin, the
”balloon” around the styrene enclosure is deformed by the
surrounding glass fibres but seldom pierced, especially where
no woven roving is involved.
1.5.2. Many FRP hulls have no trigger type enclosures.
A great many FRP boats have no such fatal enclosures and
will consequently not develop "osmosis".
The fibre strand being "the trigger" solves the other
confusing fact, that "osmosis" never affects the gel coat.
This material always has lots of small styrene enclosures
just under the surface close to the water.
According to any other explanation the "osmosis" would
have started there!
1.5.3. Small size hulls less effected than the big ones:
Looking at the published estimations of ”osmosis” among
the total fleet, one can clearly see that the percentage of boats
affected increases proportionally with the average hull size.
Since the 15% reported in 1980 the figures have now
reached an estimate of 40%
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The HYAB research, performed at 5 test centers in different
parts of the world, now presents a more exact picture of the
”osmosis” frequency:
Hull size < 25´ = 5%, 26´- 40´ = 15%, 41´- 50´ = 30%,
51´- 65´= 60%.
As to bigger hulls, so far the HYAB research covers only 6
yachts, all of which were affected.
Regardless of size, hulls containing woven roving mats of
over 900 g/m² have a very high ”osmosis” frequency.
If they also have core material reaching down under the
water line, the frequency seems to be 100%!

1.6. Construction faults influence process severity.
If triggers are present, the number of such styrene/uncured
polyester enclosures and the situation determin the speed of
the process.
If no triggers exist, no ”osmosis” will develop regardless of
enclosure amount.
Below some of the most common enclosure sources are
described.
1.6.1. Enclosures emitted from the curing of the gel coat.

Most, not to say all FRP boats made in moulds without post
curing have styrene enclosures in the first two layers of FRP.
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The enclosures are caused by styrene emitting from the gel
coat, which is not fully hardened when the first layers are
applied.
A laminate with up to 5% styrene/uncured polyester and
dangling chain molecules in the outer laminates and very few
enclosures in the inner laminate can be considered as top
class.
The existence of ”trigger” enclosures is pure chance, which
no boat builder can be blamed for!
If no woven roving exists in the laminate, an eventual
hydrolysis process will mostly be limited to the outer 2-4 layers
during at least five years from when the first blisters were
noticed.
A peeling and "dry and shield" repair might stop further
hydrolysis and blistering but will not restore the loss of bond
between fibreglass and resin.
Even in a top class laminate this causes at least 15% less
structural strength.
1.6.2. Styrene enclosures from disturbed curing.

Disturbed curing is another cause of styrene enclosures.
Normally the curing proceeds uniformly right through the
material by styrene crosslinkingthe polyester molecules.
Excess styrene evaporates.
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A number of factors can disturb this process. In connection
with "osmosis" the most important ones are:
Draught over the curing surface causes uneven curing from
the surface downwards.
This traps some of the excess styrene inside the FRP and
causes styrene enclosures all through the laminate.
Labour welfare acts in the eighties, demanded improved
ventilation.
Many ventilation systems were built up with suction hoses
arranged over the moulds.
Some manufacturers had years of production where a great
number of boats "inexplicably" developed "osmosis".
Later it became evident that the ventilation hoses were
placed a foot too deep into the mold and thus caused fatal
draught over the surface.

Too much accelerator, re-accelerated resin or too little
catalyst force a small part of the curing polyester to "spit out"
the styrene meant for the curing during the gelling stage.
The thus uncured polyester again forms a bubble around
the styrene and is accordingly enclosed in the cured FRP.
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1.6.3. Enclosures caused by moist fibreglass.

Use of moist fibreglass in the production creates the worst
styrene enclosures.
The fibres then becomes almost totally coated with styrene
and uncured polyester.
Takes a long time to form gel coat blisters. Often these are
low and as big as hands.
Can also occur on deck and cabin roof areas.
1.6.4. Styrene enclosures are a property of the material.
As mentioned before, post curing at 80°C will rid the
laminate of such enclosures when the uncured polyester uses
part of the styrene to cure and excess styrene evaporates.
It has been practically impossible, within economical limits,
to mould FRP boats from polyester types used before 1990
entirely without styrene enclosures.
It is just a property of the material like metal corroding or
wood cracking.
No one can be blamed for this except those who used damp
fibreglass or reaccelerated resin.
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2.4. Woven roving creates more triggers.
The use of roving in one of the 3 - 4 outer layers often
results in more trigger type styrene enclosures being formed.
2.4.1. Styrene surplus is divided by the roving meshes.
The styrene emitted from the curing gel coat is divided by
the roving meshes.
Instead of a few "normal" enclosures it forms a lot of smaller
enclosures between the roving and the next laid layer and / or
in the roving meshes.

2.4.2. "Fish net action" causes penetration of enclosures.
When the next layer of mat is laid or sprayed over the
woven roving mat, fibre ends are apt to protrude into the
meshes like fish into a net.
Thus more styrene enclosures may be penetrated from
such fibreglass ends.
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2.4.3. Roving provides a "highway".
The multitude of long straight fibre strands in the roving
bundle are seldom totally wetted from the polyester resin.
They provide capillaries for the hydrolysis process which,
compared to chopped strands, are like an empty highway for a
car instead of passing through a medevial town!
2.4.4. More space for molecules delays gel coat blisters.
Even if the process proceeds faster, capillaries along the
roving strands can accomodate many more molecules than
along chopped strands.
Therefore the hydrolysis proceeds invisibly during long
periods and causes severe deep damages before gel coat
blisters form.
2.4.5. The woven mat bond is severely disintegrated.
Even in a sound laminate the bonding of the woven roving
to the next layer is somewhat disturbed by the styrene
enclosures.
As the hydrolysis proceeds unnoticed for such a long time in
the woven mat, the mat will separate from the underlying
laminate in certain areas.
This separation provides additional space especially for the
big salt and glycol molecules. Often there is enough space for
salt and glycol also to absorb lots of sea water.
If the hydrolyse in the roving is allowed to proceed
unrepaired for a long time after gel coat blisters become
visible, the separations of the woven mat will be noticeable as
big soft spots in the hull.
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2.5. Some blisters are harmless and only cosmetic.
Mainly the styrene enclosures emitting from the curing of
the gel coat are formed between the first two laminate layers
or deeper. Under certain conditions they may form between
the gel coat and the first layer. Then the polyester will remain
uncured only between styrene and laminate but not between
the styrene and the gel coat.
________________________________________________
_________

In water temperature over 20ºC, styrene molecules will
pass out through the gel coat blister into the sea. Water will
enter, first by diffusion and then by true osmosis.
When the ideal proportions of styrene and water have
formed, the break down of the uncured polyester will start.
In this case the reaction is not retained by insufficient space.
The gel coat will blister immediately.
Acid and alkali will react normally (just as by boiling tests
see 4.3.1) and form glycol and neutral salts. As the alkalis are
weak and the acids strong, the salts will cause some acidity
when dissolved in water.
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Without any surplus acids the "osmosis" process will stop
when all of the uncured polyester is broken down.
It will not spread within the laminate, but the blister may
grow to the size of a thumbnail or more due to water entering
by true osmosis.
2.5.1. Harmless "osmosis" blisters are less acid.
Typically the blisters form within a few years and only in
some areas of the hull.
The contents of glycol and salts dissolved in water are very
fluid and will eject in meter long squirts if a blister is ruptured.
The acidity is low and the smell is somewhat "rotten" instead
of acrid.
2.5.2. Harmless blisters may exist together with the fatal.
Often both types of blisters show on a hull. It is therefore
important to check blisters in different parts of the hull before
deciding on treatment.

3. HOW "OSMOSIS" PROCEEDS.
3.1. The laminate of a launched hull absorbs moisture.
Outside water pressure and interior capillary forces cause
FRP laminates to absorb water, mainly saturating the
fibreglass but also water molecules can enter into the
molecular sysem of the cured polyester resin (see 4.6.).
Not enough to sink the boat or even be noticed in the
bilges, it makes the boat heavier.
Further the water hydrolyses the coating on the fibreglass
and creates capillaries along the glass strands.
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3.2. Trapped substances always exist in FRP laminates.
Trapped styrene, small amounts of crystallized byproducts formed during the curing and sometimes
microscopic glycol residues are found in all polyester
laminates.
3.2.1. Styrene enclosures covered with uncured polyester.
Styrene enclosures are always covered with a globule of
uncured polyester which can not be penetrated by the water
molecules.

3.3. Water can only enter along a penetrating fibre strand.
Only if the styrene/uncured polyester globule is pierced
by a fibreglass strand, can water enter and cause a
chemical reaction.
3.3.1. Hydrolyse of polyester causes pressure.
Water and styrene together causes an hydrolyzation of
the large compact polyester molecules into a multitude of
much smaller but more space demanding acid and alkali
molecules.
Thus a pressure is created that forces the new molecules
to pass out into the surrounding laminate.
3.3.2. Earlier theories expect molecule passage to the sea.
Earlier theories expect that the smallest alkali molecules
move so fast out into the sea that no reaction with the bigger
acid molecules occurs.
This is supposed to explain the formation of the pthalic acid
surplus.
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3.4. Extended research reveals unknown damages.

"Osmosis" laminate testpanel
Alkali residues
found on fibers

Acidic
Blister Fluid

No blisters
deeper than two
laminate layers

The HYAB research team found, that the alkalis instead of
leaving the laminate were dissolved in the moisture which
always moves inward along the fibre capillaries in the
laminate.
When examining this, it was also found, that fibreglass
strands in the inner laminate layers could easily be drawn out
of the resin with a pair of tweezers!
3.4.1. HYAB tests show severe loss of strength.
When comparing the results from all the tests, done by
ourselves or at independent testing institutes, figures were
found that clearly contradicted any earlier theory!
In all the tests of "osmosis" type 1 with only the two top
FRP layers visibly affected by "osmosis" the samples prove
to be appr. 30% weaker than an unaffected FRP.
Consequently one expects unaffected samples from the
same hull to show the same 30% loss of strength if the two
top layers have been peeled or grinded away. On the
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contrary here all tests prove only 8 - 14% loss depending on
thickness of the samples.
As the "osmosis" samples, of 8, 10 and 12 mm thickness,
prove almost an equal 30% loss of strength, the total depth of
the FRP laminate must be affected by the "osmosis"!

3.5. The last missing link in the "osmosis" chain
The immediate conclusion of the research team was, that
the loss of strength might depend on the loss of bond between
fibreglass and resin caused by the alkalis!
3.5.1. Loss of strength caused by the alkalis.
Extended tests revealed that the alkalis stay in the
laminate and causes the observed loss of strength.
For the first time a complete description of the start of
the"osmosis" process can now be presented.
3.5.2. Alkalis loosen the polyester / fibreglass bond.
Som very small alkaline molecules move quickly along
the capillaries between fibreglass and polyester.
Together with water molecules the alkalis form a lye that
dissolves the bond between the fibres and the polyester,
thus weakening the laminate considerably.
The bond mostly consists of polyvinylacetate (PVA). Also
in sound laminates intruding water slowly hydrolyses some
of the PVA into vinyl and acetic acid (so-called aging or
fatigue).
This causes a 5 - 10% loss of impact and bending
resistance after a number of years (see TNO test 9.1. page
34).
With the alkalis present the process is incredibly fast and
the loss of strength more than doubles.
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The space in the capillaries is considerably widened from
the process but still it is microscopic.
The amount of small uncomplicated alkali molecules
formed by the"osmosis" in the top laminate layers is
therefore enough to affect the whole depth of the laminate.
3.5.3. Acetic acid causes the typical smell of "osmosis"
The PVA substance constitutes a very small percentage
of the FRP and, in contradiction to earlier theories, the
acetic acid formed is of no importance in the "osmosis"
process.
Its small molecules however move very freely, where
water is present, all the way into the outer laminates and
later into the gel coat blisters, where they cause the typical
acrid smell.
3.5.4. Glycol and salt form "border zone".
A large amount of the alkalis reacts in a normal way with
acid molecules forming new bigger molecules of neutral
salts and glycols.
The type of salt differs continuously during the process.
The glycol is mostly propylene or neopentyl glycol
depending on the type of polyester.
Sometimes also small amounts of hexylene glycol form.
This is a very agressive solvent which can enlarge the
capillaries and speed up the process.
With the exception of the hexylene ones, the big glycole
molecules are not able to pass along the fibres.
Instead they fill the space left by the dissolved globule
and neighbouring enlarged capillaries, blocking the entrance
of the surplus acids.
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3.5.5. Formed salts and glycols cause research confusion.
The large amounts of glycol and salts have caused most
of the confusion and rumours among "osmosis" specialists.
All earlier serious research reports regarding genuine
"osmosis" affected FRP mention, that the "osmosis"
samples contain much more water soluble materials,
"WSM:s", than does the sound FRP.
It was concluded that the "osmosis" is caused by such
impurites being embedded during the manufacturing!
To-day when we know how large amounts of "WSM:s"
which can be created by the hydrolysis, it is easy to
understand that they could not possibly originate from the
construction!
3.5.6. Acid/styrene/water break down all enclosures.
The pressure is somewhat released when the larger
molecules are formed.
Still it is high enough to force water mixed styrene and
surplus acids (mostly pthallic origin ones and acid solutions
of salt in water) to move laterally in the affected laminate
layer.
On its way the mixture will encounter further styrene
enclosures.
Previously the water needed a strand to enter and mix
with the styrene to start the process.
Now the mixture already contains all the substances
needed to break down the uncured polyester globule from
the outside and therefore also the enclosures without
penetrating strands are hydrolysed.
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3.5.7. The acid mixture spreads sideways in the layer.
Trying to move inward, the first entering acid molecules
meet alkali molecules that have penetrated the capillaries in
the deeper laminates.
They immediately react and form larger salt molecules
which effectively block further entrance of the acid/styrene
residues into deeper laminates.
As outward access is prevented by the gel coat, the
mixture can only spread sideways.
The "osmosis" process (which in fact has no relation to
genuine osmosis) accelerates from enclosure to enclosure
and the laminate layer becomes affected all over the
underwater hull.
3.5.8. The acid mixture breaks down cured polyester.
As the acid content grows, it will slowly break the curing
links in the cured polyester. This releases additional styrene
and uncured polyester which in turn can be hydrolysed.
3.5.9. Only when the total layer is affected, blisters form.
Not until all capillaries and voids in the first affected
laminate layer are filled, the pressure is reached which can
form the gelcoat blisters.
3.5.10. Size of blisters is no indication of damage state.
Size or frequency of blisters does not indicate the severity of
the breakdown process, only the properties of the gel coat.
Thick or solid gel coat often shows more and bigger blisters
than thin and porous.
It is just a balance between pressure from the inside, time
needed for the residues to pass through the gel coat and gel
coat elasticity.
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3.5.11. Blisters may disappear after a while.
At this stage the "osmosis" process slows down
considerably, because only cured polyester remains to "feed" it
in the affected layer.
More residues leak through the gel coat than what are
created in the process and the pressure decreases.
In many cases the blisters disappear until also the second
layer has been totally affected.
3.5.12. Weight of hull forces water into the neutral zone.
Until now the pressure from the process has been higher
than the pressure from the hull on the outside water.
As the pressure decreases, water as moisture will pass
through the gel coat into the "water hungry" salt- and alkali
solutions in the inner capillaries.
The glycol molecules on the contrary are so big that they
can not migrate into the capillaries. They are "imprisioned" in
the original styrene enclosure space.
Just a few added water drops will be enough to fill any
surplus space and stop further water entering into the glycol
filled enclosures.
The pressure involved can not cause any delaminations!
An exception is where a layer by construction has been
allowed to cure before the following layer was applied.
Then often the bond is so weak, that the total outer layer
can be de-laminated from the inner laminate also from this
moderate pressure.
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3.5. Present "osmosis force" theories are impossible!
3.4.1. Explanation of osmosis.

If solutions of different concentration are separated by a
permeable wall, solide with holes or an absorbing substrate,
they will pass into each other until the concentration equals.
No pressure or different amounts on the two sides will arise.
If they instead are divided by a material which will only
permit molecules of the solvent, in this case water, to pass
through (semi permeable membrane) only pure water
molecules from the low concentration side will pass into the
high concentration solution until the concentrations equals.
This phenomena is called osmosis.
If a certain pressure is applied to the high concentration side
the passage will stop. This pressure is called the osmotic
pressure and depends of the difference in concentration
between the two solutions.
Big difference = higher pressure, low difference = lower
pressure.
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In the first example above the contrapped air will be
compressed by the water molecules entering the high
concentrated solution until the osmotic pressure is reached,
then the process stops.
The second and third examples shows how the weight of
the high concentration solution creates the pressure wich
stops the process if the two surfaces are not closed in.
Higher concentration = higher level before stopping.
3.6.2. Gel coat is not a semi permeable membrane.
The osmosis is never relevant in a fibreglass hull. The gel
coat is an absorbing substrate (even if it is less absorbing than
the laminate) and will let water out or in as moisture together
with most of what is dissolved in it.
As well as lower concentrations from the outside will pass
into the laminate, eventually higher concentrations inside the
laminate will pass out until the concentration equals.

If the water on the outside, like under the weight of a boat
hull, is under pressure, moisture will be pressed through the
gel coat into the laminate.
After that the laminate has been saturated and eventually
delaminations filled, the same amount of moisture which
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enters through the gel coat will evaporate from the inside of
the laminate.
This will never cause any pressure within the laminate or
between laminate and gel coat as supposed by earlier
presented theories.

3.7.Chemical reasons for polyester to hydrolyse.
Lower esters can be formed just by mixing acid and alkali
molecules under de-hydrolyse e.g. removal of a vater molecule
during the process.
For high molecular esters used for polyester resin different
glycols are used instead of pure alkali.
Also those glycols are de-hydrolysed during the
manufacturing process.
During the mixing with the acids used further de-hydrolyse
will occur.
Below some shematic descriptions of the two most common
esters used for boat construction, the ortho and the iso esters.
3.7.1 The ortho ester molecule.
The ortho ester is formed by mixing one phthalic acid
molecule with two propylene or ethylene glycol molecules
during de-hydrolyse of two water molecules.
The orto ester now has one molecule group on each side
where only addition of a water molecule will form glycol again.
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Also the center group can be hydrolysed by one or two
watermolecules. The result will be a mixture of phthalic acid,
alkalis, salts and lower and higher glycols.

3.7.2. The iso ester molecule.
By mixing two of the smaller isophthalic acid molecules with
only one bigger neopentyl glycol molecule the iso ester forms
without dehydrolyse and should be less apt to hydrolyse.
Only one side of the molecule has a group which can be
hydrolysed to glycol.
However if we look closer at the iso- phthalic acid molecule
it is just a de-hydrolysed normal phthalic molecule!
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Therefore the other side can be hydrolysed to acid and the
center can be hydrolysed just as the ortho ester.
The iso polyester is better than ortho in many aspects.
Less uncured enclosures with lower amount of "triggers"
might slow down the start of the hydrolyse but when it starts,
double the amount of the agressive acids forms.
The laminate often gets worse so called "osmosis"
damages than the ortho types.

Earlier iso types also formed more of the dangerous
"dangling chains", as any end of the molecule could add to the
end of the next molecule when the polyester chains formed.
Later types have an oxygene or a carbon dioxide molecule
added to the iso phthalic acid e.g. terepthtalic acid which
reduced this problem.
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3.7.3. Polyester production.
As the name indicates, the polyester molecule is formed by
a large number of ester molecules "glued" together as a chain.
For most boat construction polyesters the "glue" will be maleic
anhydride molecules.
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As longer the chains as more solide the polyester will be at
room temperature. The boat construction polyester molecules
must have a certain "high molecular" length in order to obtain
sufficient hardness after the curing.
The "virgin" resin has a far too high viscosity to be used for
laminating and a solvent must be added.
The styrene which must be added in a certain amount for
the curing process is also a suitable solvent.
By adding a surplus amount of styrene, the viscosity is
brought down to a suitable level.
All of the substances used when creating the polyester resin
are highly reactive and instable. So is also the resin itself.
Especially are all of them "water hungry" due to the many
dehydrolysing steps involved during production.
Normally the curing and post curing will make the material
stable and water resistent.
Now the post curing is abandoned and as mentioned
before, lots of uncured polyester, styrene and other reaction
products will remain in the laminate.
3.7.4. The polyester curing process.
When a small amount of methyl ethyl ketone peroxide is
added to the polyester resin, a reaction starts, where pairs of
molecul chains are cross linked by MEK and styrene
molecules. The molecular weight raises and
the resin becomes hard e.g. cures.
Only part of the styrene is used for the cross linking. The
rest is supposed to escape from the laminate during the curing
period.
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After the normal temperature curing in the mould, the result
is demonstrated in the above schematic illustration.
Only part of the surplus styrene escapes. The rest forms
small blisters surrounded by a thin skin of uncured polyester
entrapped mainly in the outer laminate layers.
Some polyester chains remain incomplete cross linked.
Most of them lose the normal glycol end which is replaced with
a phthalic acid molecule e.g. "dangling chains".
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The free glycol, not used styrene and MEK will remain
within or close to the faulty molecule for about a week.
If within this week the laminate is heated for a short time to
80°C, the skin around the styrene enclosures as well as the
incomplete cross linked chains will cure properly and all
excess styrene will evaporate.
If the laminate is not post cured, uncured polyester and
products formed by the other remnants will invite water to start
the "osmosis" e.g. hydrolyse.
The acid formed by the hydrolyse will break the dangling
chains into substances, which in turn can be hydrolysed. When
acid and styrene are sufficiently concentrated, also properly
cured molecules will be broken and hydrolysed. The normally
hard laminate turns into soft wet fibreglass.
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3.7.5 Illustrations of first stage FRP hydrolyse
Shown below a schematic cross section of the gel coat and
the two first laminate layers from an ”osmosis” affected FRP
laminate.
Note! The capillaries along the glass fibres are extremly
enlarged in order to provide visibility!

Fig1. Inside the gel coat
the laminate consists of
reinforced with fibreglass mats
.
cured polyester
Variable numbers of styrene enclosures
covered by a
layer of uncured polyester
will always remain after the
curing. Normally they cannot cause any harm.
The displacement pressure slowly forces sea water through
the gel coat. The molecules collect to moisture in the
capillaries along the glass fibres.
in the outer layers, low content
High water content
in those further in. The capillary ”force” transports the
moisture inward right through the laminate. The same amount
that enters from the outside evaporates from the inside. The
percentage of moisture in the laminate stabilises at a fixed
level depending on laminate quality (less than 1% up to over
!0%) without any hydrolyse problems.
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Fig 2. If the laminate contains one or more styrene
enclosures penetrated by fibreglass strands, the scene differs:
The water, which normally cannot penetrate or affect the
uncured skin around the enclosure, enters into the enclosure
along the penetrating strand.
Here the inside of the skin is weakened by the styrene
and can be attacked by the water. The uncured polyester is
hydrolysed into smaller but more space demanding acid and
alkali molecules.

Fig 3. In need of more space a part of the small alkali
molecules are forced out into the capillary system before they
can react with the acid. They mix with the inward moving water
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to form a lye
and spread very fast along all capillaries
into the innermost laminate. The lye affects the binding
between glass and polyester and the laminate gets
substantially weaker.
The remaining alkalis react with acid and form salts and
glycol
within the enclosure cavity and also clog the
inward capillary openings.
A surplus of acid and styrene remains and is forced out into
the capillary system in the outer laminate, where they mix with
only moves sideways.
existing water. The acid mixture
Inward movement is stopped by salts and glycol. The outside
water pressure prevents escape through the gel coat.

Fig 4. When the acid mixture reaches the next enclosure, it
contains styrene enough to weaken the outside of the skin.
Therefore, once the process has started, all enclosures in
the affected layer are hydrolysed.
This highly accelerates the process.
Further the phthalic acid part of the mixture is able to break
up the curing links in the cured polyester. This is a very slow
procedure but it will produce new amounts of styrene and
uncured polyester to feed the hydrolyse. This property of the
acid is also the main reason for the re-currency of the
”osmosis” after a repair!
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Fig 5. The acid mixture spreads along the fibreglass strands
from enclosure to enclosure in the outer one or two laminate
layers all over the underwater hull.
Once started, this ”osmosis” process phase proceeds very
fast. In a few months the affected layers can be totally
degraded without any visible sign!
Already now the alkali lye, mentioned in fig 1, has spread
within all the inside layers.
The binding between fibreglass and polyester is severely
damaged and the hull has lost 20-30% of its strength.
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Fig 6. With no more expansion space along the fibres and
with all inward directed capillaries blocked by salts and glycol,
the process pressure increases.
It will totally stop water from entering through the gel coat
and instead cause the acid fluid to seep out. As this is not
enough to even out the pressure, the elastic gel coat will now
form the characteristic blisters.
At this stage the blisters will seldom be bigger than 1 - 15
mm. The size actually depends on the gel coat quality, not on
the state of the hydrolyse.
A bad gel coat allows more pressure to escape and forms
smaller blisters than a good gel coat.
If bigger than 15 mm blisters are found, the process most
likely has reached into deeper laminate layers.
Key to colour coding
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Fig 7. When all uncured polyester in the outer layer(s) has
been hydrolysed, the process slows down and no more
pressure forms.
Very often the gel coat is elastic enough to let the blisters
disappear until deeper layers are affected.
During this phase of the process pure outside water will
penetrate the gel coat and dilute the salt solution on the inside.
The original inward movement of fluid in the capillaries is
restored and also the fatal acid/styrene mixture follows the
water into the next laminate layer.
Thus the hydrolyse process will repeat layer by layer until
at last only wet soft fibreglass remains instead of the solid hull!
Note! Especially if moist fibreglass or heavy woven roving
have been used in the construction, the hydrolyse can also
start .in an enclosure deep inside the laminate!
Then very severe damage may occur to the laminate before
any blisters show.
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Large areas of an inside laminate layer (sizes of 1 m² are
not uncommon) can be totally hydrolysed
.The fibreglass mat remains alone without attachment to the
surrounding layers (total de-lamination).

3.8. "Osmosis" spreads differently in deeper layers.
3.8.1. Typical mushroom shaped damages form.
When the "osmosis" expands into deeper laminate layers
the process alters considerably.
Instead of spreading equally inside a total layer it forms the
typical mushroom shaped spot damages well known by
"osmosis" repair operators.
3.8.2. More available space reduces the acid.
The hydrolyse process as before creates large amounts of
acids, alkalis, glycol and salts.
As much of the inside capillary space is already occupied by
alkalis from the top layer process, less of the newly formed
alkalis can escape this way.
Instead they react normally with the acids. This results in
less acid surplus and more salts.
Further, when the mass of new small molecules need more
space, they can freely move out into the already degraded
laminates.

3.8.3. Shrunken gel coat blisters become visible again.
The hardly noticeable rise of pressure created from the new
molecules will be neutralised by the elastic gel coat blisters.
Earlier "disappeared" blisters will be visible again and
remaining blisters will grow a little.
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3.8.4. Mushroom stem is formed.
The acid and/or styrene can only penetrate the neutral zone
along one or more fibre strands which also penetrate the
polyester tie-coat and into the next fibreglass layer. The
passage will be widened as cured polyester slowly is
hydrolysed.
Since the process pressure is more or less equalised the
aggressive fluids are not forced to move along the lateral fibre
capillaries like before.
If no styrene enclosures are situated in the very
neighbourhood, the "osmosis" will go on hydrolysing cured
polyester deeper into the laminate and also slowly widen the
"stem" as shown in the lower part of the illustration. (Fig. 8)
3.8.5. Mushroom caps are formed.
If styrene enclosures are present near the "stem" in a
fibreglass layer they will be hydrolysed like in the start in the
outer layers and the process will spread laterally again.
However much of the pressure will leak outwards and also
less acid surplus will form. The spread of the damage
proceeds much slower than in the outer layers.
Instead of the whole laminate layer being destroyed, only
somewhat circular damages form like mushroom caps as seen
in the upper parts of the illustration (Fig 8).
3.8.6. New neutral zones make mushrooms fork.
New neutral zones form on top of the "caps" which cause
new "stems" to enter the underlying layers and so on.
Often two or more "stems" rise from each "cap" as also is
illustrated (Fig 8).
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3.8.7. Abundant enclosures cause wide "de-laminations".
In laminate layers with large amounts of styrene enclosures
all of the polyester within a "hat" area can be degraded and
make it look unwetted or de-laminated.
3.8.8. In due time the hull will render completely soft.
Without exception sooner or later an "osmosis" affected hull
will be rendered to soft to be used.
When gone so far it is also too late for a repair!
3.8.9. Illustrations of second stage FRP hydrolyse
The„osmosis“, or let us from now on use the more proper
word hydrolyse, shows a different chemical behavior when it
proceeds into deeper laminate layers.
Also the laminate lay up type causes significant differences.

Fig. 8 Visualises three different types of inward
movement of polyester hydrolyse.
In reality they are of course considerably more spaced
apart from each other.
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Second stage damages in this type of laminate might be
successfully repaired, like first stage ones, using a common
dry and shield method, if all of the „mushrooms” are found,
ground out and re-laminated.
As the hydrolyse will spread again, if just one tiny „cap”
remains somewhere in the laminate, the risk for recurrence is
considerably high.
The uncured polyester, acid, glycol and dry salts in the cap
area will not cause any turn of the moisture meter scale, but
the hydrolyse will start as soon as some moisture enters again.
With the outside covered by an epoxy or other type of
water-shield, the „cold wall principle” will cause inside
condensation to enter into the laminate.

Fig 9. Visualises how the inside of woven roving mat
layers are totally hydrolysed and de-laminated.
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When a mushroom stem reaches into a woven roving layer,
acid, styrene and moisture will spread very fast into large
areas of this layer.
This spread is not caused by pressure but is due to capillary
forces along the mass of extensive fiber strands.
Instead of forming a local mushroom cap damage, in a
couple of years one single stem can cause the whole layer to
be hydrolysed and totally de-laminated from the next layer!
In laminates with multiple roving layers, such de-laminations
occur in many of the layers.
The de-laminations are often square meter large and
overlap each other.
Especially in hulls earlier „repaired” for „osmosis”, the delaminated roving layers will totally even out the process
pressure and no tale telling blisters are formed in the coating.
The boat owner does not become suspicious until the boat
behaves peculiar at sea or visibly deforms by drysetting. By
then probably the repair warranty has expired.
Already in a 50´ hull it is quite common that 20-30 liters of
aggressive fluid are released if a test hole is drilled in an area
where the moisture meter shows just a slightly higher reading
than normal.
If the damage lays deeper than 6-8 mm from the surface, an
instrument with close spaced electrodes like the Sovereign,
used by many surveyors, does not indicate any moisture at all!
Analysis’s of test cores give very different results depending
on laminate quality and type of polyester used.
The worst fluid containing de-laminations are found in big
ortho polyester hulls made in hot climate areas and where
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some laminate layers had time to cure totally, before the next
layer was applied.
Such layers de-laminate so early during the hydrolyse, that
instead of a phthalic acid surplus an alkaline maleic anhydride
surplus forms.
The also formed dimetyl phthalate salt, will be diluted by
entering water and then become slightly acid.
In total the fluid will be anything from slightly acid to slightly
alkaline, where alkaline signifies a bad lay up and acid a better
one.
This might seem contradictory, but the inward spread of the
hydrolyse proceeds slower in a bad laminate than in a better
one, even if the resulting de-laminations become worse.
It might take 10 - 15 years before the inner half of the
laminate is affected!
Alkaline readings of fluids from inside de-laminations or
pockets must not be confused with alkaline readings of fluid
from blisters in an epoxy watershield coating! Such blisters
originate from curing problems in the epoxy coating layers and
contain amine carbonate. They have no connection with the
polyester hydrolyse.
Regarding iso polyester hulls we have still only found
hydrolyse in roving type laminates.
Here the laminate layers are better bound to each other.
Much more surplus acid forms, and all of the roving layers right
through the laminate are totally affected within a few years
from the start.
The bond between the layers is severely weakened but total
de-laminations deeper than 4 -6 mm from the surface are rare.
A drilled test hole mostly only gets moistened by a fluid with
a high content of phthalic acid.
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However stresses on keel and rudder often cause the
weakened areas around them to de-laminate completely.
Any attempt to repair a second stage hydrolyse damage in a
roving type hull, using current methods, is deemed to fail.
Dry and shield repair can even speed up the process by
reversing the capillary movement of moisture in the laminate.
Use of vacuum pumps to empty the de-laminations and/or
peeling and applying of 4 - 6 mm of new laminate might result
in a dry reading on a Sovereign or similar moisture meter and
an approval from a surveyor, but the process will proceed
inside the „repair”.
Usually it can soon be recognised by an acid smell in the
interior of the hull.

3.9. Time between "osmosis" start and first blisters.
The speed of the "osmosis" process depends on material
quality and surroundings.
It may take anywhere from a few months to many years
from when the "osmosis" starts in the first styrene enclosure
until the first blisters appear.
3.9.1. A total layer may be affected within a few months.
A bad FRP with many styrene enclosures may have the first
layer affected totally around the underwater hull within a few
months from the start, while a good FRP quality can need 10
years or more.
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3.9.2. Temperature and type of water important factors.
The environment has a big impact on the "osmosis". The
hydrolyse process is considerably slower at temperatures
below 15ºC and practically stops below 10ºC.
Fresh water, especially when somewhat acid, causes a
faster break down, than salt sea water.
3.9.3. Content of butyl alcohol is another important factor.
The curing process always leaves residues in the laminate.
One of them, dibutyl phthalate, reacts with water and forms
butyl alcohol which is highly hygroscopic.
The butyl alcohol partly moves into the gel coat blisters,
where it rapidly vanishes out in the water and partly into the
neutral salt zone.
The more alcohol in the zone, the faster the acid mixture
can penetrate it.
3.9.4. Patent pending test technique developed.
The HYAB team has developed a test technique, which
shows exactly which layers are affected and to what extent.
The operator can immediately tell the owner if the hull can
be repaired with lasting result, what it will cost and exactly how
long time the repair will take.
3.9.5. Patented repair technique developed.
The research made it also possible to create a reliable,
patented repair technique, the HYAB Osmocure which is
described in the book
"Osmosis" How to repair hydrolyse damages using the
HYAB Osmocure technique" by the same author.
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3.10. Hydrolyse does not create de-laminating pressure.
There exists a very strong belief among "osmosis"
specialists, that an "osmosis pressure" causes the FRP to delaminate.
Osmotic pressure is instead the pressure needed inside a
diluted substance to prevent pure solvent molecules from
entering through a dividing membrane.
Even if osmosis should have been involved the pressure
would not be high enough to cause delaminations.
The substances formed by the hydrolyse for certain do not
create such high pressure.
3.10.1. De-lamination involved is a chemical degradation.
By grinding, IR heating or use of the HYAB lance, often big
areas of fibreglass without polyester, looking as if they had not
been sufficiently saturated in production, are found.
In reality they are caused by the hydrolyse process.
3.10.2. Heat is the best detector of the damages.
When using heat type equipment, many operators do not
understand, that they detect already existing damages.
They believe that they have caused the "de-laminations"
with the heat and therefore refrain from the use of the only
equipment that provides a solution to the "osmosis" problem!
3.10.3. Forced or "osmosis" de-lamination?
If an actual de-lamination caused by force is inspected, one
can clearly see lots of ruptured fibreglass strands.
By the "osmosis de-laminations" no such ruptures can be
found. One must understand, that the dry fibreglass instead is
what remains after that the "osmosis" process has destroyed
all of the polyester!
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"Osmosis" de-laminations

Smooth surfaces

Forced de-laminations

Surface fibers
torn apart

It is absolutely necessary to open up and restore all such
dry or fluid filled de-laminations during an "osmosis" repair.
Some can be square meters large!

3.11. The "osmosis" process needs minor water supply.
When "osmosis" develops in the inner laminates it can
proceed with just a minor water supply!
Once started in an enclosure it draws moisture from a
waste part of the surrounding FRP.
Experience from re-doing a substantial number of boats,
previously treated for "osmosis", has proved, that
condensation on the inside of the hull is sufficient to maintain
the process.
Especially in yachts used year-round as quarters for many
persons, "osmosis" often recurs within a year.
Note that many types of epoxy watershields do not allow the
restarted "osmosis" to form blisters!
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4. WHY SO MANY DIFFERENT OPINIONS?
4.1. Misleading articles and laboratory reports.
Besides misleading articles mentioned there are lots of
other reasons for the confusion.
Before the HYAB research there existed very few
laboratory test reports of actual "osmosis" affected hulls other
than of small brick drilled samples
.
Only a few reports about the contents in the gel coat
blisters can be found, some being analyses while others are
theoretical. Formulas several lines long, often different and
contradictory are presented.
This is can be understood by a chemist but is very
confusing for people involved with common boat production or
boatyard labour.
In fact not only does the blister content differ in each hull,
but they continuously change because of the instability of the
chemicals involved.
4.2. More contaminants in "osmosis" laminates.
Many analyses of actual "osmosis" laminates reveal a
much higher content of WSM:s, glycol and free styrene than
normal for sound laminates.
Instead of understanding that most of the contaminants are
created by the hydrolyse, the laboratories involved state, that
"osmosis" is a consequence of too much contamination of the
original laminate!
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4.3. Glycol believed to be "the big villain of the problem".
Minimal amounts of glycol residues can sometimes be
found in sound FRP laminates.
One of the oldest theories about "osmosis" claims, that the
process starts when water is attracted by this glycol.
This is supposed to explain why only some FRP hulls are
affected.
To prove the theory, laboratory reports from resin
manufacturers are presented.
4.3.1. The tests refer to boiling of unaffected laminate.
Such tests are all of the type, where samples of FRP
unaffected by "osmosis" are boiled in distilled water, which is
the fastest way to make water effect a polyester glass
laminate.
The boiling causes the styrene enclosures to expand and to
rupture the covering "balloons" of not hardened polyester.
4.3.2. Hot polyester is plastic and permeable.
As with all plastic materials the polyester softens at a
certain temperature.
For polyester used in boat manufacturing this temperature is
about 80ºC.
At boiling temperature cured polyester is soft enough to
provide practically free passage and space for the molecules
formed, when the mixture of water and styrene breaks down
the uncured polyester.
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4.3.3. Alkalis can not escape like they do in an actual hull.
At boiling temperature all the acid molecules react with the
alkali ones.
The reaction forms only neutral products, mainly propylene
glycol, glycol esters and salts.
Due to the heat this process is very fast and completely
different from the "osmosis" reaction in a FRP hull.
4.3.4. No aggressive acids remain after a boiling test.
As the acids that create the esters are strong and the alkalis
mild, the salts formed will turn slightly acid when dissolved in
water.
There will be no surplus phthalic acid like in an "osmosis
case, only small amounts of acetic acid from the binding agent,
which is also dissolved by the boiling and the entering water.
Even If the boiling proceeds for hours, the properly cured
polyester is not seriously harmed.
Also all reports mention that the breakdown stops when the
boiling is finished.
4.3.5. Blisters formed by boiling have a different content .
The molecules formed by the boiling also need more space
and are forced out of the FRP.
They cause blisters in the gel coat similar to the "osmosis"
ones but with totally different contents.
The hot gel coat is very plastic. Most of the surplus, like the
styrene, is gaseous and escapes easily.
Only fluids, like glycol, diluted salts and a small amount of
acetic acid, remain in the blisters.
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4.3.6. No "osmosis" starts if samples are left in cold water.
If the boiled test samples are left in cold water for long
periods, nothing happens except that the blister content is
diluted by water.
No de-laminating forces or typical "osmosis" damages
occur.
This confirms the HYAB conclusion, that no "osmosis" can
start without the presence of uncured polyester, styrene and /
or free phthalic acid.
4.3.7. Styrene free laminate is "osmosis" resistant.
The water resistance of cured polyester became very
evident at the HYAB 7-hour boiling test of repaired "osmosis"
damaged laminates (see 5.2).
Samples repaired in such a way, that they still contained
styrene and acid residues were severely affected.
Samples where all styrene and acid had been removed
were not affected at all.
4.3.8. Boiling tests have no relevance to "osmosis".
Checking the difference in weight before and after boiling is
a very adequate test for determining the water resistant
qualities of different polyester laminates, but it has no
relevance whatsoever to the "osmosis" process.
4.3.9. Boiling tests are easy to misinterpret.
The boiling test reaction proceeds exactly as expected
theoretically and the boiling procedure also creates blisters
containing glycol.
It is natural for a reader having "osmosis" in mind to
misinterpret the reports, especially as some of them also
provide theories (but no tests) why boat hull blisters instead
contain acids:
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Theory 1: Some of the alkalis vanish into the water before
reacting with the acids, causing an acid surplus.
Also the HYAB team believed in this theory before our
laboratory tests proved it to be wrong.

Theory 2: The acidic reaction is caused by acetic acid which
is confirmed by the typical smell.
This must evidently be wrong as we have found the worst
and most acid "osmosis" among old hulls where methyl
acetate bound damp mats have been used.
Further all analyses of the blister fluid, despite the different
formulas, show phthalic acid to be the basic ingredient.
It is true, that the strong acrid smell found in the blisters is
caused by small amounts of acetic acid from the PVA binder.
4.3.10. Descriptions of resin production add to confusion.
Another cause for believing in the "glycol" theory is, that
most literature about polyester manufacturing does not
mention anything about alkalis and the de-hydrolyse of water
molecules.
Only the mixing of semi-manufactured propylene glycol with
phthalic acid and maleic anhydride is mentioned.
It is then easy to believe, that if too much glycol is added,
this may result in excess glycol enclosures in the laminate.
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4.3.11. The temperature difference hull contra sample.
It seems strange, that no report mentions the different
conditions between a boat hull in cold water and the test
samples in boiling or hot water.
One explanation may be that most of the tests are related
to the manufacturing of architectural FRP panels, where the
sun would provide the heat needed to keep the process going
and rain and humid air the moisture needed.
4.3.12. Misinterpretations of boil-test reports.
"Osmosis experts" attempting to explain "osmosis" often
base their theories on boiling test reports.
In spite of being both confusing and contradicting, their
theories are forwarded to and believed by yards and boat
owners.
Books written only a few years ago by established
"osmosis" surveyors claim that "osmosis" starts in glycol
enclosures in the FRP and are often used as a reference.
4.4. Dibutyl phthalate in the laminate causes "osmosis"?
Some reports mention that small amounts of dibutyl
phthalate are formed as the resin cures.
Trapped in the laminate it is dissolved by intruding water
into phthalic acid and butyl alcohol, ingredients commonly
found in gel coat blisters.
Dibutyl phthalate is therefore claimed to be the cause of
"osmosis".
In reality the amount of dibutyl phthalate in a hull would not
create phthalic acid enough to fill more than a couple of the
hundreds of blisters found on a hull.
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4.5. Delaminating "osmosis pressure".
In spite of being the most incredible, the osmosis pressure
theory is the most widely spread among yards, boat owners
and journalists.
4.5.1. Long squirts of osmosis fluid prove high pressure.
Some publications mention that "osmosis pressures of
20.000 psi and more" are created in the laminate and cause
de-laminations.
This is claimed to be proved by the long squirts of fluid
emitted from punctured blisters.
The actual pressures are actually more in the range of 2 psi.
The pressure in a toy rubber balloon filled with water is similar
to the pressure involved.
If the balloon is punctured with a needle, the water will squirt
quite a few meters!
Probably the term molecular pressure has been
misunderstood and interpreted as osmotic pressure (See
4.6)
4.5.2. "Osmosis pressure" is misunderstood.
Osmosis, or more correct osmotic pressure, is the
pressure needed on the most concentrated side to prevent
molecules of pure solvent from penetrating a semi permeable
membrane. separating two solutions of varying concentrations.
Note the word semi permeable which means, that only
molecules of the solvent can pass through it.
4.5.3. Gel coat is an absorbing substrate, not a membrane.
As earlier mentioned the gel coat is an absorbing substrate
which can absorb moisture.
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Sea water together with most of the substances
dissolved in it can pass through. In or out depending on the
surroundings
4.5.4. No true osmosis is involved in the blistering.
Instead the difference in concentration of soluble
materials in the moisture inside the laminate and the sea water
will even out by sea water entering through the gelcoat and the
same amount of the higer concentrated solution migrating out
into the sea.
This will neither cause any pressure nor any blistering!

4.6. Hygroscopic materials cause delaminations.
Almost all popular "osmosis" literature claims that
hygroscopic materials, preferably glycols, attract water and
create high pressures.
Such high pressures are only involved on the molecular
level when water molecules enter the molecular space
between the molecules of the cured polyester.
If the molecular space is totally filled with water molecules,
the molecular gravity in the polyester is disturbed and the
material contracts with high force (up to 20.000 psi) and
speed.
The water molecules are too entrapped to escape, and the
pressure brings them together into small water droplets which
in turn cause circular cracks in the contracting polyester where
they then remain ( so-called "disk cracking").
This has nothing to do with the start of "osmosis" and
further the cured polyester in a hull seldom becomes saturated
to such an extent.
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4.6.1. Hygroscopics only absorb what is space for.
Squeeze a sponge in your hand and submerge it in water.
Did it force your fingers to open???
Or presume that your car engine is filled with a highly
concentrated glycol solution and that the expansion tank is
refilled with pure water.
Does the engine break in pieces?

4.7. Summary of common false believes:
4.7.1. Glycols cannot cause or speed up "osmosis".
The insignificant glycol impurities that exist in not post cured
FRP laminates, play no part in the "osmosis" process.
Just like the trapped styrene they are covered with a balloon
of uncured polyester which water molecules are unable to
penetrate.
Even if water for any reason were to mix with the glycol,
neither "osmosis" or any kind of pressure could be the result.
4.7.2. So called W.S.M:s cannot start "osmosis".
Small oobalic napthenate and dibutyl phthalate impurities
may be dissolved by the water but cannot start the "osmosis"
process.
The butyl alcohol can speed up the inward penetration of
aggressive "osmosis" residues.
4.7.3. Dissolved PVA binder only provides the smell.
The PVA binder is dissolved by intruding water, but the
acetic acid produced has nothing to do with the "osmosis"
other than providing the smell.
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4.7.4. Osmotic or hygroscopic forces cause no delaminations.
At no point of the "osmosis" process are pressures formed
high enough to cause de-laminations. Rumours about the high
pressures originate from reports about "disc cracking".
4.7.5. Sea water in de-laminations kills osmosis theory.
During the HYAB OsmoCure test period 1993 - 1997,
hundreds of fluid filled de-laminations were found and repaired
on hulls earlier treated by common dry and shield methods.
The fluid in the de-laminations has in every case consisted
of acid and glycol diluted by large quantities of salt sea water.
With osmotic forces involved, only fresh water should have
entered.
This proves both that there is no osmosis and that the
epoxy water-shield is not sufficient to stop the water from
being absorbed by the laminate!
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5. "OSMOSIS" EFFECTS ON FRP HULLS.
5.1. Osmosis" is not only cosmetic but severely harmful.
Many boat owners believe that "osmosis" is only a cosmetic
problem with superficial blisters.
HYAB and other research tests prove that it is severely
harmful.
5.1.1. 30% loss of strength before gel coat blisters form.
The truth is, that already an "osmosis" type 1 causes about
30% loss of strength in the FRP due to the alkali penetration.
This initial loss of strength will not be recovered by a repair
without a heat treatment, (e.g. HYAB or IR heating) as
indicated by the following test results.

5.2. Test of "osmosis" FRP panels before and after repair:
Blow energy (J) needed for a 6 mm radius point to penetrate
a test sample 80 mm in diameter and 10 mm thick was
determined.
The black bars in the diagrams below represent top and
bottom results from 4 samples of each kind tested. The
average value of each test is cross marked on the
corresponding bar.
Only FRP originating from PVA bounded fibreglass mat has
been used.
FRP with methyl acetate bounded fibreglass is generally
claimed to lose less strength.
As most FRP hulls are made from the PVA bound mat,
there was no other object available to prove this theory.
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Samples of different types of "osmosis" to be tested have
been of various thickness and age.
The values obtained have been adjusted for
correspondence to the average 10 mm test thickness and the
charts are estimated to be > 85% accurate.
"Osmosis" of type 2 and 3 are impossible to cover with a
few test samples.
The unfilled bars beside the filled ones show an estimated
range based on field experience.
A FRP hull that can be penetrated by a force corresponding
to a blow energy of J 27 in this test must be considered as not
seaworthy.
To achieve an approximation of "late stage osmosis", the
test samples are boiled 7 hours in distilled water.
This corresponds to about 5 years use in 15º C normal salt
seawater.
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TEST NR 1: Different types of "osmosis"

TEST NR 2: "osmosis" type 1 after repair
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TEST NR 3: "osmosis" type 2 after repair

TEST NR 4: "osmosis" type 3 after repair
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5.3. "Osmosis" often renders a hull not seaworthy.
Analysing the above tables indicates that most types of
"osmosis" will within a few years time bring the strength of a
hull to below seaworthiness.
Especially fin keeled sailing yachts will be considerably
more vulnerable to grounding.
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6. HOW TO DISTINGUISH "OSMOSIS" TYPES.
6.1. Visual inspection of a test hole
Based on the new understanding of "osmosis", its varying
forms can be easily identified prior to the repair.
Use the tip only of a drill bit with the same diameter as the
laminate thickness to drill a conical hole through 2/3 of the
laminate. If the laminate is cored, drill just into the core.
Drill about a dozen such holes around the underwater hull
where the moisture readings are higher than average.
Wait for about an hour or heat around the holes with a hot
air gun.
The conical walls in the hole will then show dark
discolouring of any affected laminate layer.
Mostly in large hulls fluid may seep or well out (use
protective eye glasses when drilling).
Place a strip of litmus paper against the inside of the hole. If
the pH is below 4.5 and no fluid seeps out, the discoloured
layers are affected but not yet de-laminated.
If fluid of this acidity seeps out, the layer has lost some
bond.
The lower the acidity (higher the pH) the worse the
delamination.
If low acidity fluid (pH above 5.5) wells out of the hole, there
will be very severe de-lamination in one or more layers.
If the hull is to be launched after the inspection, the holes
must be cleaned with acetone and filled with a high quality
epoxy filler.
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6.2. Measurement of hull deformation at dry setting.
With a type 3, and bad type 2 case, the keel can usually be
seen to sink into the hull a few centimetres as the vessel is left
standing on the keel by dry setting.
A ruler can be held across the bottom behind the keel
during the dry setting for measuring.
6.3. Meter readings when IR or dehumidifier are used.
During and after the drying phase when IR heating or
dehumidifiers are used, a Tramex Skipper moisture meter can
also give a hint as to the type of "osmosis".
Gel coat and degraded laminate must be removed before
drying.
6.3.1. Green readings remain.
If the meter after a normal drying shows green and also
shows green when drying equipment has been disconnected
for 24 hours, it is a type1 "osmosis" or interfacial blisters.
6.3.2. Red readings return.
If red readings return after the drying equipment has been
disconnected for 24 hours, it indicates an "osmosis" type 2 and
shielding will not stop the "osmosis" without further treatment.
In such a case extended drying is not sufficient! The
laminate will contain substantial amounts of water bound to
glycol and salts. Dehumidifiers will have no effect at all.
An extended IR heating combined with steam- or pressure
wash every other day might create green readings on a
Sovereign or on range 1 of a Skipper meter.
The Skipper range 2 will still show red because all of the
glycol will not be removed and there is at least a 60% risk that
some styrene and acid residues are left in the FRP and will
keep the "osmosis" going on.
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6.4. Moisture meter readings after open air drying.
Using open air drying after gel coat and degraded material
have been removed, the hull must be pressure washed at least
every second week, or acids and glycol may clog the
capillaries and prevent the moisture from escaping.
Normal drying time needed is 2 - 6 months depending on
the climate.
6.4.1. Readings become green after the drying period.
In the case of a type 1 or a mild type 2, the readings will be
green after a normal drying period.
Surveyors will at this point accept the hull as ready for water
shield application.
However there is a big risk, that small amounts of acids are
left under the surface.
Styrene enclosures in the deeper laminate layers will always
remain after open air drying.
6.4.2. Readings remain red after a normal drying period.
If the meter still shows red figures after the normal period of
drying, a type 3 or a far developed type 2 is indicated and
further open air drying will be futile.

6.5. How to choose the proper range of a moisture meter.
If the moisture meter is marked for the material to be
measured, e.g. "wood in salt water" or "fibreglass reinforced
plastic", one must be aware that those ranges are meant to
show when the material is ready for painting.
They are not designed for "osmosis" even if some brands
propose to be.
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6.5.1. Palm of hand inside of hull behind meter indicates
range to use.
To be sure of which range of the meter shall be used, ask
somebody to put the palm of his hand against the inside of the
hull behind the meter. Choose a spot where the readings are
low without the hand.
The proper range will clearly react and just reach the red
area, when the hand is put in place.
6.5.2. Many meters are not suitable for osmosis control.
If no range of the meter clearly reacts with the hand, this
type of meter is not suitable for "osmosis" measurements!
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6.6. All blisters are not a sign of "osmosis"!
Especially in the water line area algae may penetrate the
gel coat, where the roots decompose and form blisters. Check
the contents of the blisters with a litmus strip. If there is no acid
reaction, there is no "osmosis"!
6.7. "Osmosis" does not always form blisters!
Sometimes one will find other damages or no damages at
all in the gel coat.
6.7.1. Woodworm pattern.
On older boats one may find damages in the gel coat and
the first FRP layer looking like the ones woodworms cause
between wood and bark.
The pattern will mostly show through the surface of the gel
coat.
Theories about anything from "sea worms" to plastic eating
bacteria are all wrong.
The damage is caused by any of the three "osmosis" types,
and is a function either of the first FRP layer applied over
insufficiently cured gel coat, or that the polyester was mixed
with talcum or chalk when the hull was moulded.
This type of worm-like pattern only occurs when methyl
acetate powder bound fibreglass mats were used in
construction.
6.7.2. Cracks in the gel coat.
Some types of gel coat will crack allowing the osmosis
surplus to escape out into the sea.
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6.7.3. No signs at all in the gel coat.
Especially when some layers of heavy roving have been
used in the laminate, the "osmosis" process can carry on for
many years inside without showing any blisters or other signs.
6.7.4. Recurring "osmosis" without blisters in the shield.
Certain water shield types as well as osmosis repair
including re-lamination of more than one layer are too hard to
allow blister formation.
As a result often recurring "osmosis" separates the water
shield or the new laminate from the original hull without any
visible signs.
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7. COMMON REPAIRS AND RECURRENCE RISKS.
7.1. Three ingredients essential in the "osmosis" process.
We now know, that three ingredients are essential for
"osmosis" to develop: Water, styrene and uncured polyester.
Molecules of all three substances must have direct contact
with each other in order to start the process.
7.1.1. Common repair methods focus on water removal.
Most "common" "osmosis" repair methods are focused upon
removal only of the moisture and sealing with a water shield.
Styrene and uncured polyester will remain in the laminate.
Repeated high pressure washing during the drying period,
which nowadays is recommended, may with some luck
remove acids and other contaminants.
The dangerous styrene enclosures and uncured polyester
will remain and water always finds ways of return even if the
outside of the hull is shielded.
Further any material, epoxy or other, which cures at normal
temperature will become an absorbing substrate and let water
through at some extent.
7.2. The old blowtorch method: effective but dangerous.
An exception to the above is the old blowtorch method,
which when used with skill provided easy removal of gel coat
and degraded top laminates.
Simultaneously styrene and acids were burned out and
most of the uncured polyester cured.
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Re-laminated with normal polyester and coated with gel
coat or polyurethane, hulls treated in this manner seldom
blister again.
The heat may cause deformations of the hull, loosen inside
fittings and cause de-laminations in the FRP.
There is also a risk to set the hull and the premises on fire.
Because of such hazards the blowtorch has hardly been
used in the last 20 years.

7.3. Gel coat peeler effective under certain circumstances.
Another exception is the "gel coat peeler" if used to peel not
only the gel coat but also all degraded FRP layers.
After peeling the hull is dried, then new FRP layers are
applied and covered with water shield material.
If the drying is properly performed, this method cures
"osmosis" type 1 to 100% and even type 2 if the process has
not started in the remaining layers.
The method is expensive and does not cure type 3.
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7.4. Risk factors cause the "dry and shield" method to fail.
The most commonly used methods are the "dry and shield"
based ones, promoted by yacht paint manufacturers.
By proper sandblasting or gel coat peeling the infected FRP
is opened up enough for the residues and moisture to be
extracted during the drying phase.
A water shield coat then may be effective, but many risk
factors remain which can cause failure.
7.4.1. Fatal residues remain due to too shallow treatment.
The moisture meters do not react to the styrene enclosures.
As a result it can not be known if any such enclosures were left
unopened by the blasting.
Acid contaminants can hide under a thin FRP layer without
affecting the meter.
7.4.2. Open air drying only.
Many hulls are dried only in the open air. After the water
shield coating, such a hull will still have at least the same
moisture as the air.
If acid and styrene are left inside, this moisture is enough to
start the "osmosis" process again.
7.5. Watershield reverses water molecule flow.
There are many "forces" involved in the moisture
movements in a FRP laminate.
The main ones are three:
A. Displacement pressure from the seawater.
B. Absorption and capillary action inside the material.
C. "The cold wall" principle.
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7.5.1. Capillary flow direction depends on fluid supply.
In capillaries the fluid will flow from the entrance with the
richest supply to the more dry side.
7.5.2. Displacement pressure dominates in a gel coat hull.
In a sound laminate the displacement pressure forces
moisture through the gel coat and into capillaries along the
fibre strands.
Some of the molecules will collect and form moisture in
laminate voids, but most of them will pass right through and
evaporate on the inside.
A few months after launching the water content in the
laminate stabilises at a relatively low level.
When the boat is inhabited, condensation will form on the
interior hull surface.
The combined displacement, absorption and capillary forces
in the laminate dominate over the "cold wall principle" and the
condensation build up cannot enter into the laminate.
Instead it will dry when the boat is uninhabited and chill the
inside surface.
This causes the excess moisture in the laminate to
evaporate from the inside gel coat.
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7.5.3. "Cold wall" principle dominates in an epoxy hull.
To begin with the "cold wall" principle will reverse the
moisture movement.

The water shield prevents water entrance by displacement
pressure.
Instead the "cold wall principle" will take command and
force moisture from the inside condensation through the top
coat into the capillaries.
Since the water shield coat most of the time is cooler than
the inside of the hull, combined capillary and cold wall forces
bring the moisture into the laminate and against the water
shield.
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Now the moisture will need more time to escape out through
the water shield than to enter on the inside and the laminate
will hold more moisture than by a gel coated hull.
Lots of voids and dry fibreglass spaces are left from the
repair and will be filled with water.
This reversed water accumulation is normally very slow, but
develops rapidly in boats inhabited on a regular basis!
7.5.4. The hydrolyse accelerates.
The reversed moisture entrance is spare but more than
enough to feed the hydrolyse process.
The acids formed will now remain almost undiluted and
especially the innermost woven roving layer and the layers

nearest to the water shield will within few months be severely
hydrolysed.
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7.5.5. Moisture movement reverses again.
Mostly the inside of the deepest roving layer de-laminates.
The de-lamination creates an insulation from the warm
inside and the outside water pressure becomes stronger than
the"cold wall" principle.
The sea water starts entering like before through the gel
coat but slower.
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7.6. Importance of glycol removal exaggerated.
Some manufacturers of "osmosis" treatment products stress
the importance of removing all glycol residues in the laminate,
since they are highly hygroscopic and supposed to attract
water.
7.6.1. Total glycol removal impossible.
Such a complete removal is impossible in all but the most
superficial "osmosis" cases.
Even the best steam wash will not reach glycol residues
other than those, which have leaked out into already degraded
outer laminate layers.
7.6.2. Glycol will keep water away from the process.
As has been mentioned earlier, the glycol molecules are too
big to be able to move out of the voids where they were
formed.
The resulting lack of space means that they can only absorb
a small amount of water.
Even if the amount is insignificant, this will cause a delay of
the "osmosis" process.
7.6.3. Glycol can't be removed from cured surroundings.
No washing can bring enclosed glycol out of the FRP before
the cured polyester and salts surrounding it has been
degraded and hydrolysed!
Since this glycol takes no part in the "osmosis" process a
removal is of no importance.
Instead the glycol prevents the space from being filled with
pure water, which in turn could cause freezing damages.
7.6.4. Glycol acts as a barrier to aggressive substances.
The HYAB research revealed that glycol always forms
inside of the "osmosis" source and actually protects interior
laminates from the aggressive substances!
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7.7. Glycol in re-appearing blisters cause warranty refusal.
"Osmosis" reappearing after a proper water shield treatment
may show blisters in the epoxy coat that contain glycol instead
of acid.
In such cases the "osmosis" has reoccurred in styrene
enclosures deep in the laminate fed with water from inside
condensation.
The glycol therefore forms on the outside. The aggressive
substances, now on the inside and under pressure, can not
penetrate the glycol barrier.
Instead the pressure forces glycol and salts in front of the
acids through the numerous cavities and degraded material,
which remain after the earlier repair, into blisters in the epoxy
water barrier.
The glycol found in such blisters is newly formed, but often
insurance claims are refused on the grounds that the glycol
was never removed properly during the repair.

7.8. "Osmosis" repair leaves voids in the FRP.
Even if moisture and acid contaminants are completely
removed, dry fibreglass pockets and voids will be left in the
laminate.
Besides causing a substantial loss of strength in the hull,
such spaces sooner or later will become filled with water, due
to capillary effects.
This water can lead to a re-appearing "osmosis" and even
cause freezing damages.
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7.9. Pros and cons of grinding.
Most amateurs and many yards prefer to use a grinder to
open the damages..
7.9.1. Grinding causes heat that extracts styrene.
Grinding as opposed to blasting has the positive effect, that
the created heat burns out the styrene at least two FRP layers
deep!
7.9.2. The skilled grinding operator finds "osmosis delaminations".
The grinding heat makes the de-lamination areas, caused
by the "osmosis", visible to operators aware of this problem.
Overlaying laminate then can be ground and/or ripped off.
7.9.3. Grinding extends drying time.
Unfortunately the grinding heat also melts the surface
material, which leaves a "skin", that substantially extends the
drying time.
7.9.4. Grinding needs much patching and filling.
After grinding extensive fibreglass patching and filling is
required to obtain the proper shape of the hull

7.10. Pros and cons of blasting.
Blasting is not as simple as just a difference between dry
and wet.
7.10.1. Dry sand blasting mostly is performed far too
shallow.
Just to blast away the gel coat blisters is absolutely useless.
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All of the gel coat and degraded laminate material must be
removed.
With luck all harmful "osmosis" residues may then be
washed out of the laminate.
7.10.2. Dry sand blasting does not expose "osmosis delaminations".
Laminate layers with dry fibreglass underneath are not
found during dry sand blasting.
Instead the blasting agent is apt to bounce of such areas
with less cutting effect.
An experienced operator may be able to detect dry areas by
the sound, but unfortunately most dry sand blasting is
performed by contractors with little knowledge of "osmosis".
7.10.3. Dry blasting does not remove deep enclosures.
In order to remove styrene enclosures, sand blasting must
be followed by a heat treatment like HYAB or IR.
7.10.4. Common wet blast equipment slow and expensive.
Wet blasting equipment to be fitted to pressure wash units
easily opens gel coat blisters, but this is far from enough for
an "osmosis" treatment.
To remove all gel coat and degraded laminate with such
equipment requires much too much time, sand and nozzles.
7.10.5. Special "slurry" machines needed.
Wet blast equipment with 300-350 bar capacity and a
carborundum nozzle is most suitable, as it removes all
degraded material as well as gel coat but only slightly effects
sound laminate.
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The damaging "osmosis" residues are effectively washed
out by the high pressure water flow and most
"delaminations" can be detected and cut out.
Most effective are the now available combined air and water
pressure slurry machines.
7.10.6. Wet blasting does not remove deep enclosures.
Like dry sand blasting, wet blasting can't remove styrene
enclosures in the remaining sound laminates.
Even if no acid remains, just one styrene enclosure of the
trigger type may start up the entire "osmosis" process again.

7.10.7. Wet sand blasting does not affect drying time.
Much of the glycol and salts which normally slow down
drying, are removed by the high pressure wet blasting.
Therefore extra drying time is not needed.
7.10.8. All blasting leaves sand in laminate.
Quite a lot of sand or other blasting media become
embedded in the laminate after a blasting treatment.
No tests have been performed as to the influence of such
added contaminants, but because the sand is inorganic and
closely related to fibreglass, they are probably harmless.
7.11. Both grinding and blasting create a mess.
Grinding and sandblasting are both messy jobs for the
operator.
The object itself and the surroundings must be protected by
covers.
Afterwards time consuming cleaning of the area is needed.
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7.12. Misleading statements made by paint manufacturers.
Promises made by paint manufacturers in their
advertisements have misled many boat owners to buy the
resins and do the job themselves, in order to save money.
The owners are advised to grind and sand away the gel
coat before drying.
Occasionally articles about "osmosis" in yachting
magazines recommend only to sand off the visible gel coat
blisters before drying.
Even the best drying equipment is unable to dry a FRP hull
treated that way, much less to evaporate styrene and
"osmosis" residues! The "osmosis" will sooner or later return
and the owner has wasted both his time and money!
7.12.1. Some yards recommend "DIY" treatments.
During the last years quite a few boat yard operators have
refused to handle "osmosis" jobs because of the messy job
and the "not explainable" failures.
Instead they often just provide the materials
recommend the boat owners to do the job themselves.

and

7.13. Only one way for an owner to save costs.
The only way a boat owner can save money and still get
lasting results, is to use a professional for the opening and
drying phases and the first priming.
Afterwards he may do the filling, sanding and paint work by
himself.
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8. HOW TO OBTAIN OPTIMAL REPAIRS.
8.1. At least one of three substances must be removed.
We have repeatedly explained, that three ingredients must
exist for the "osmosis" to proceed:
Water, styrene and uncured polyester.
At least one of them must be permanently removed in order
to prevent the "osmosis.
8.1.1. Moisture drying and acid wash out are not sufficient.
Until now most repair systems have relied on moisture
removal and even professionally treated hulls are very often
only dried in the open air.
This is not effective enough! Due to the moisture in the air a
hull can not be dried to 100%.
Besides it is not possible to water shield a hull totally.
Thorough washing or even high pressure wet sand blasting
does not always remove all of the aggressive acid "osmosis"
residues.
8.1.2. Acid residues and styrene must be removed.
To permanently cure "osmosis", all acid residues formed in
the process must be eliminated as well as all remaining
styrene enclosures in the underwater part of the laminate.
Moisture removal is not too important as it will always
return.
Eventually remaining uncured polyester can not be
hydrolysed without the presence of styrene.
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8.2. Controlled thermal treatment the only solution.
Extensive research has proven, that the only way to remove
all "osmosis" causing factors is by the use of an adequately
controlled thermal technology in combination with thorough
fresh water washing.
The fatal components will burst out or evaporate at
temperatures low enough not to affect the remaining FRP
other than in a positive way.
A treatment of this type will also remove moisture and bring
the uncured polyester to cure.
The two possible treatments so far known are the infrared
heater (IR) and the HYAB OsmoLance.
Note! It is extremely difficult to obtain the 70 - 80°C laminate
temperature needed without deformation of the hull, when IR is
used.
The HYAB OsmoLance, used by
causes no such problems.

a certified operator,

8.2.1. Many negative specialist opinions scare operators
from the IR.
Specialists on FRP often warn against the use of IRheating.
They claim a destructive effect on the strength of the
material and that so much heat accumulates, that
deformations may occur.
The destructive effect is sheer nonsense and opposite to
reality.
The deformation risk is, however, very relevant.
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As soon as no styrene and moisture remain in the hull, the
temperature within minutes will rise to dangerous levels.
Unfortunately some manufacturers, to be on the safe side,
claim 50ºC to be the maximum.
This has caused a widespread rumour among boatyard
people, that higher temperatures destroy the laminate.
Most of them do not dare to let the IR equipment heat an
"osmosis" hull to the 70-80ºC necessary for the styrene
enclosures to break up the skin of uncured resin around them.
Instead at this temperature the enclosures will cure, using
part of the styrene.
The remaining styrene evaporates and if one succeeds in
removing also the acids, the "osmosis" process can not start
again, even if water should enter.
Furthermore, just heating of the surface normally causes
moisture to move inward against the cooler inside instead of
leaving the material.
By proper IR heating the evaporating styrene causes an
alternating cooling / heating cycle, which also makes moisture
and at least part of the acid to evaporate.
The rumors about laminate damages and forcing moisture
inwards have caused many operators to abstain from the use
of IR-heating or other types of heating equipment.
8.2.2. English yards report less recurrences.
It is observed, that yards in England have less repair
failures than others or less than 10% instead of sometimes
more than 50%.
The only apparent difference is, that due to the climate most
English yards tend to use IR-heaters for the drying.
Often hulls are kept at 70 -80ºC for three weeks.
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Beside the small average size of the hulls and the cold
climate, the reason for the positive results most likely is the
use of the IR heating.
8.2.3. IR heating is unsuitable only for sound FRP.
The warnings about IR-heat originate from laboratory tests
of sound FRP, where the loss of strength during extended IRheating is caused by the coefficient of expansion differences
between the fibreglass and the polyester.
This loosens the bond between the two materials.
8.2.4. 120ºC heat only causes max. 5% loss of strength.
Tests commissioned by HYAB at the Delft Rubber and
Plastic Research Institute show that there is no loss of strength
in sound FRP after heating to 80ºC and only 5% after heating
to 120ºC.
However a boat hull should never be heated over 70ºC
other than spot wise during efficient cooling of the surrounding
areas in order to avoid deformations.
8.2.5. Early "osmosis" stage causes 30% loss of strength.
In "osmosis" affected FRP a major loss of bonding is
already caused by the alkalis.
Moderate heating does not make it worse! Our tests do not
show any decreased strength when the IR-heating is used on
"osmosis" affected FRP.
8.2.6. Tests prove that heat restores the strength.
The tests performed at the Delft test institute prove, that the
bonding is restored to original strength in the HYAB treated
test samples.
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Other HYAB tests shows that the controlled heat makes the
alkaline residues act as a cement. Properly used IR-heating
probably has a similar effect.
8.2.7. IR heating different on "osmosis" and sound FRP.
When used on sound laminates IR equipment causes heat
to accumulate in the material which is very difficult to control
and deformations are apt to occur.
An "osmosis" affected laminate has a substantial content of
free styrene, which at about 60ºC starts to vaporise and move
to the surface.
There it evaporates and cools the surface. The difference in
temperature between the insides and the surface causes any
water and acid to move to the surface and evaporate.
The IR-heat forms a steady warm air stream which rises
along the hull and absorbs the evaporating fluids.
During this phase the surface is shielded from the heat by
the evaporation.
As a result the laminate cools down and vaporisation of the
styrene ceases, allowing the heat to reach the hull again.
When a suitable number of heaters are used, this reciprocal
action will continue without raising the temperature over 80ºC,
as long as any styrene exists.
The styrene smell is very obvious, and therefore it is easy to
determine when styrene is gone and to disconnect the heaters.
It is essential that the heaters are not kept on for too long
after the completed styrene evaporation to avoid deformation
of the hull.
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If it is not a type 3 or a severe type 2 "osmosis", the
moisture and hopefully the acids have also evaporated.
With no styrene left there can be no more "osmosis"
process, even if water should re-enter, but still there is a risk,
that the FRP contains contaminants of the acid residues.
If such residues attack cured polyester, new styrene is
released and the "osmosis" can start again.
8.2.8. Repeated washing needed during the IR treatment.
The upward air stream caused by the heaters is not strong
enough to absorb all of the evaporating fluids.
Some of them, especially the acids, dry instead on the hull
surface and block further evaporation.
Therefore the hull must be washed every 2 - 3 days during
the IR-drying phase.
The best result is achieved when cold water with a dash of
caustic soda is applied with a sponge.
High pressure steam cleaning once a week is also
recommended, if equipment is available, in order to wash
glycol out of the outer layers.
The glycol has too high a boiling point to evaporate together
with other fluids.
Even if it has no influence on the "osmosis" process, such
glycol near the surface may affect the moisture meter enough
for a surveyor not to approve the repair.
It may also affect the binding of the epoxy coats to the
polyester.
8.2.9. IR is often avoided due to the high current cost.
IR-heating is very expensive! A 30´ hull needs at least 6 kW
for 2 - 3 weeks for optimal performance.
This is another reason why IR-heating is not used in warm
climate.
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Most yard operators lack the necessary knowledge about
the nature of the "osmosis" process and are not aware, that
more than the moisture must be removed out of the hull.
Their customers are therefore offered the cheaper open air
drying.
Since no complete "osmosis" know-how and no practical
means have been available, frequent errors due to insufficient
treatment are claimed to be inexplicable.
8.2.10. The HYAB OsmoLance is faster and safer than IR.
The HYAB research has made it possible to create a special
heat treatment tool, the OsmoLance, exactly designed and
balanced for "osmosis" repair.
The OsmoLance works along the same physical laws as the
IR on "osmosis" FRP, but it does not create accumulating heat
and it does not affect sound FRP.
The OsmoLance works in minutes where the IR needs
weeks and the operator always can control that all harmful
substances are removed.

8.3. Voids in treated laminate must be restored.
Most popular "osmosis" repair methods do not consider the
substantial amount of dry and open capillaries and dry
fibreglass cavities left inside the repaired laminate.
The epoxy water shield is merely expected to prevent any
further moisture from entering into the cavities.
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8.3.1. Only water shield and filler are not sufficient.
The water shielding epoxies shield only the outside of the
underwater hull.
If the laminate has not been heated over 75ºC, the loss of
binding between fibreglass and polyester, caused by the
"osmosis", will provide wide capillaries right through the
material.
Water from condensation on the inside and water seeping
down from uncovered but often wet areas above the waterline
will easily accumulate in the cavities.
Even if styrene and acids are properly removed and
therefore no new "osmosis" process can start, the water will
cause further loss of binding and strength.
In a cold climate it will freeze and cause de-laminations.
Nor can the loss of strength caused by the cavities be
restored by the shielding epoxy.
8.3.2. An epoxy with low surface tension must be applied.
Therefore, before filling or water shielding, a penetrating
epoxy resin must be applied for re-lamination purpose.
Should a special penetrator without solvents not be
available, at least a normal solvent free laminating epoxy with
a slow hardener must be used.
Then preferably applied late in the afternoon, to avoid high
temperatures.
Check for sure that the epoxy has no solvent content.
.
Penetrating epoxy resin is to be applied in two layers with a
mohair roller and constantly treated with a wide rubber
scraper, until the trickle stops.
The second layer is applied as soon as the first has soaked
into the laminate and the surface looks dry.
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8.4. Epoxy resins develop an oily "skin" when curing.
Most epoxy resins used for "osmosis" repair have an amine
type hardener.
The amine reacts with carbon dioxide in the air and forms
an "oily" skin of amine carbonate on the surface during the
curing.
After some time this skin hardens and affects the bonding of
further epoxy coats.
8.4.1. New coats must be applied within specified time.
As long as a coat stays tacky, a roller or brush will break up
the skin and let the next coat stick properly.
For the types used in "osmosis" repair tacky periods of 18 36 hours are normal.
Some special penetrators are able to stay tacky for up to 72
hours if the temperature does not exceed 20º C.
8.4.2. Wash with citric acid if tacky period is exceeded.
If for any reason the filler or the next coat can not be applied
during the tacky period, the surface first must be sanded and /
or washed with 5-10% citric acid or vinegar solution.
8.4.3. Spray gun application needs wash between coats.
The spray gun is unable to break the amine carbonate.
Therefore, if the water shield is to be sprayed, a hardener
providing shorter tacky period must be used and the surface
washed with citric acid or vinegar solution between each coat.
8.5. Never apply the filler directly to the polyester.
The filler must be of epoxy type and preferably of the same
brand as the underneath material to avoid curing faults.
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Never apply epoxy filler directly on the treated polyester
FRP since it might lose its bond when the hull is stressed.
Only apply filler between two epoxy coats.
Do not apply penetrator or eventually water shield on bigger
areas than what can be filled within the tacky period.
8.6. Avoid the use of tar epoxy for the watershielding.
There are lots of products specially developed for "osmosis"
treatment on the market.
Most are more effective and less toxic than the earlier used
tar epoxy and may be transparent or non-transparent.
Often they are available in two or more colours to provide
for a sanding control.
Note! Skull marked products contain tar or other poisonous
phenol type accelerators and are also less water tight than
higher quality epoxies.
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8.7. Resin and hardener must be exactly measured.
It is essential for all types of epoxy that hardener and resin
are mixed exactly as the manufacturer prescribes.
Even slight differences may cause the epoxy coat to
become too hard or too soft .
Surplus resin or hardener always cause uncured spots in
the coat.
8.7.1. Never mix by hand bigger quantities than 1 lit.!
For bigger amounts a winged shaft and a drilling machine
must be used.
8.7.2. Mixed epoxy must be protected against sun heat.
Mixed quantities of more than 5 lit. must be protected
against the sun and stored in wide pots.
Preferably they should be divided into several pots, to avoid
an uncontrolled and immediate curing.
8.7.3. Chose a high quality epoxy!
Epoxies like polyester need an accelerator beside a
hardener in order to cure properly.
In order to keep the costs down, many marine epoxies use
cheap tar-, nonyl- or other phenol based accelerators which
count for 25-50% of the total resin volume!
The water penetration ratio of such epoxies is double or
higher than for an epoxy with a low volume, phenol free
accelerator. Further phenol is classified as poisonous.
Most epoxy manufacturers us!e the water absorption ratio
as a quality proofing This figure is normally 0.4 - 0.6 % for
epoxy irrespective of accelerator and up to 5% for polyester
and explains the amount of moisture the material can absorb
and keep.
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Thus the epoxy manufacturers claim their products to give
at least 10 times better protection against water penetration
than polyester gel coat.
This is false! A low quality phenol type epoxy without special
water shielding additives does not give better penetration
protection than a good polyester gel coat and a high quality
epoxy perhaps twice the protection.
The difference depends more upon the faster break down of
the gel coat which after some years can loose all protection
properties whereas the epoxies stay stable.
8.7.3. Two different types of "high build" epoxy.
"High build" means, that solids are added to the resin. One
reason for this is to provide the possibility of using it as a "roll
on" filler where a few layers are thick enough to be sanded to a
perfect surface.
Then the solids must be easy to sand and the moisture
protection is poor..
Another type is the water shield high build which is
significantly higher priced.
Here the solids consist of materials, mostly overlapping
flakes, which make it more difficult for the water to pass
through.
This type of epoxy can give up to 20 times better
penetration protection than a phenol type epoxy.
The flakes commonly consist of high molecular solid epoxy.
They are transparent and not visible in a transparent resin.
8.7.4. Chose highest quality irrespective of price.
Take a thin expensive latex preservative and a thick cheap
one. Blow them up like balloons and leave them for some
days. The thin one will keep the air, the thick one will have lost
a lot!
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It is the same with epoxy. Two layers of the high quality will
give better protection than 6 layers of the cheap one.

8.8. There are no "osmosis" shortcuts.
The complexity of the "osmosis" makes every case different
and the price for a proper repair will vary within large limits.
No serious operator can tell more than a very approximate
figure without a close examination.
Even then he must include an extra charge for the repair of
eventual de- laminations
8.8.1. Boat owners should be warned about cheap repair.
Do not try to slow down the "osmosis"-process by just
sanding and applying an epoxy water shield, if a proper
treatment cannot be afforded at the moment!
The "osmosis" will proceed anyway and a later proper repair
will become more expensive due to the necessary removal of
the epoxy coat.
8.8.2. The pthtalic acid is aggressive, but the water is not.
If a proper treatment can not be afford for the moment, just
open the blisters and avoid any filling or water shielding!
More water entering into the laminate will dilute the acid and
make it less aggressive.
The damages will be less severe and a later treatment less
expensive than if a water shield is applied.
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9.

TECHNICAL DEFINITIONS AND TERMS

cap•il•lary [F or L; F capillaire, fr. L capillaris, fr capillus hair] 1 :
resembling a hair esp. in slender elongated form; esp. having a very small
bore<a ~tube> cap•il•lar•i•ty n. pl. -ties 1: the property or state of being
capillary. 2: the action by which the surface of a liquid where it is in contact
with solid (as in a capillary tube) is elevated or depressed depending on the
relative attraction of the molecules of the liquid for eachother and for those
of the solid.
hy•dro•ly•sis : [NL] : a chemical process of decomposition involving
splitting of a bond and adition of the elements of water
hy•dro•lyse : [ISV, fr. NL hydrolyse] vt : to subject to hydrolyse ~ vi : to
undergo hydrolyse
lye \`li\n [ME, fr OE lleag, akin to OHG louga lyr, L lavare, lavere, to
wash, Gk louein] 1: a strong alkaline liquor broadly : a strong alkaline
solution (as of sodium hydroxide or potassium hydroxide) 2 : a solid caustic
(as sodium hydroxide). (Websters New Collegiate Dictionary)
end•os•mo•sis : [alter. of obs. endosmose, fr. F, fr. end- + Gk osmos
act of pushing, fr. othein to push; akin to Skt vadhati he strikes] : passage
(as of a surface-active substance) through a membrane from a region of
lower to a region of higher concentration
os•mo•sis [NL, short for endosmosis] 1: diffusion through
semipermeable membrane (as of a living cell) typically separating a solvent
and a solution that tends to equalize their concentrations; esp : the
passage of solvent in distinction from the passage of solute 2 : a process of
absorption or diffusion suggestive of the flow of osmotic action
os•mot•ic : of, relating to, or having the properties of osmosis
osmotic pressure : the pressure that must be applied to a solution to
prevent osmosis
sol•ute [L solutus] : a dissolved substance
so•lu•tion [ME, fr. MF, fr L solution-, solutio, fr. solutus, pp. of solvere to
loosen, solve] 2a: an act or the process by which a solid, liquid or gasseous
substance is homogenously mixed with a liquid or sometimes a gas or solid
b : a typically liquid homogenous mixture formed by this process c : the
condition of being dissolved d : a liquid containing a dissolved substance
1sol•vent [L solvent-, solvens, pp of solvere to dissolve, pay] 2 : that
dissolves or can dissolve
2solvent n 1 : a usu. liquid substance capable of dissolving or
dispersing one or more other substances
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CHAPTER 2

Recurring "osmosis".
Appearance and repair.
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1. FALSE BELIEF IN FEW RECURRENCES
1.1. Confusing rumors about recurrence extent.
When asked about recurrence percentage most "osmosis"
operators will present different figures. Everything between 5%
and 100% is mentioned. This might seem confusing, but
different repair systems, climate, size of hulls, type of water
and a lot of other circumstances really provide for such
differences!
In a cold climate area an operator using IR heating and a
hard type epoxy water shield will have very few claimed
failures. Even if in fact the "osmosis" will recur in at least 30%
of the repaired hulls, the normal 5 years warranty will have
expired long before the recurrence is detected.
In a tropic climate an operator, who only repairs charter
yachts of more than 50´, might have 100% failures within the 5
years period.
1.2. Average recurrence rate at least 50%.
1.2.1. 40% "osmosis" cases can be easily repaired.
About 40% of the "osmosis" cases are of the "cosmetic"
type (see chapter 1 page 5: 2.5.) and will not proceed.
1.2.2. 10% are shallow enough for successful repair.
About 10% are shallow enough to allow for a total removal
of the "osmosis" factors with the help of currently known repair
systems.
1.2.3. 30% have "osmosis" undetected under repair coats.
Many types of repair coats prevent blistering and leave the
boat owners in a false state of confidence for many years.
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1.2.4. In 20% of the repaired hulls recurrence has been
detected.
About 20% of the "osmosis" treated hulls have been retreated one or more times or stay ashore unable to dry
sufficiently to pass a surveyor inspection.
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2. THE APPEARANCE OF RECURRING "OSMOSIS"
There are far too many circumstances involved in the
"osmosis" process and too many different FRP hull
constructions to allow for a complete summary of the subject.
Here only the most common cases found during 25 years
of practical "osmosis" repair and research will be described.

2.1. Hulls covered with epoxy or other type water shield.
2.1.1. Small blisters similar to the original ones.
The repair done was limited to shallow removal of the gel
coat blisters, filling and applying of a water shield barrier.
The actual "osmosis" process in the laminate has
proceeded totally unchanged, and may affect many deeper
laminate layers.
2.1.2. Small local blisters + some larger in the bottom part.
The repair might have included blasting or peeling and
sufficient drying, but acid has been left both inside the
remaining laminate and smeared in spots on the surface.
Only filler and water shield have been applied. Especially in
older cases where tar epoxy has been used, the bottom
blisters may be big as bags.
The "osmosis" spreads very fast on the total surface
between the laminate and the water shied.
Much of the water shield is separated from the laminate and
permits the "osmosis" fluids to pass down to the bottom of the
hull instead of forming blisters in the upper parts.
Deeper laminates may be affected but mostly only spot
wise.
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2.1.3. Hard coatings will not blister.
Very often it is not detected until the hull feels flexible or on
sailing yachts the keel becomes unstable. If more than 4-5
years have passed since the repair, a new repair might be too
expensive compared to the value of the boat.
In "lucky" cases where some areas of the laminate were
smeared with acid when the coating was effected, hand sized
blisters may give earlier warning.
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2.2. Hulls that have been relaminated.
2.2.1. Small blisters only in water shield.
If the water shield on top of the new laminate blisters, either
a): A solvent type epoxy has been used underneath or
b): There have been so much "osmosis" contaminants left in
the original laminate that the new laminate resin has not cured
properly in spots.
In case a) the blister content will be neutral and smell from
the solvent.
This only calls for sanding, drying and applying of a new
coat of water shield.
In case b) the blisters will be acid and have some glycol
content. Then a repair must include a total removal of the new
laminate. Also the "osmosis" has proceeded deeper into the
old laminate.
2.2.2. Hand sized or bigger blisters in the new laminate.
When a peeled hull is left to dry in sun or IR heat, the
capillary outlets containing acid will be visible as brown spots,
often with a running underneath.
Sufficient washing will remove the dry brown acid and
create a false impression of a clean surface.
On the contrary the washing opens the capillaries and more
acid will evaporate and spread invisibly on the humid surface
around each capillary.
The amine type curing agent used for the laminating epoxy
is very sensitive to the acid.
Therefore a hand sized uncured film will form around most
of the capillary outlets when the first of the new laminates is
applied.
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Probably there will also be enough acid left in the old
laminate to restart the "osmosis".
The "osmosis" residues will take the same ways out as
before, but instead of forming small coat blisters they will now
lift the whole new laminate over the uncured film spots.
The blisters will be low and hand sized or still larger.
2.2.3. No blisters but irregular moisture meter readings.
If a Sovereign meter shows some areas where the moisture
is just on the verge to be too high on an otherwise sufficiently
dry hull, the Skipper will probably show yellow on scale 1 and
red on scale 2 in those and a few more areas.
This means that the "osmosis" proceeds in one or more
deeply situated woven roving layers.
Commonly severe de-laminations form between deeper
layers, which were allowed to cure too much before the next
layer was applied during construction.
In hulls bigger than 50´ a combination of both those
problems is common.
If more than 4-5 years have passed since the repair, one can
be almost sure, that the underwater hull is de-laminated in one
or more layers.
Also most of the dry areas will be de-laminated but the
"osmosis" fluids have leaked down to the pockets showing the
red readings.
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2.3. Hulls repaired without relamination.
Here three common types of water shield and/or woven
roving in the construction may cause very different signs of a
recurring "osmosis.
Very often there will be no visible signs. Only an
experienced surveyor or operator equipped with suitable
instruments can detect such "osmosis" types before the hull is
damaged beyond a possible repair.
2.3.1. Repaired hulls covered with tar epoxy.
If the blisters have been only sanded or blasted away before
the covering, the recurring "osmosis" will immediately blister
the tar epoxy, just like the gel coat before the repair.
Later the blisters will grow bigger. Sometimes they
disappear and instead the "osmosis" fluids will escape down to
the bottom parts of the hull and form very large blisters, too
shallow to be visible.
If the first repair included a more thoroughly done grinding,
blasting or peeling, it may take some time before blisters are
formed.
Mostly the blisters are larger than normal already from the
start.
It is advisable to test tar epoxy coated hulls by probing
along the keel with a blunt instrument for soft spots once a
year.
2.3.2. Hulls with elastic water shield epoxy.
The recurring blisters form as described in 2.3.1., but
modern epoxy products separate rarely from the laminate in an
extent, that the "osmosis" fluids can pass downwards.
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2.3.3. Hulls covered with hard water shield epoxy.
This type of epoxy seldom blisters. Instead the recurring
"osmosis" first proceeds in the laminate layer underneath the
water shield.
The created fluids collect in large areas where the epoxy
becomes separated from the laminate.
Due to the non elasticity of the water shield such areas will
not be visible or prove soft by probing.
The "osmosis" will spread invisibly into deeper layers and
can practically destroy the hull within 5-10 years depending on
the rate of condensation on the inside of the hull.
Sometimes, if the laminate contained a lot of acids when the
water shield was applied, large blisters as described in 2.2.2.
may appear.
2.3.4. "Osmosis" proceeds undetected in woven roving.
In case of one or more layers of woven roving in the
laminate, a recurrence "osmosis" may proceed during many
years without blistering after any kind of repair.
Due to the large amount of "empty" space in the roving
bundles, very little excess acid is formed in the process and
therefore most of the cured polyester remains intact.
However a lot of styrene and uncured polyester always exist
in the roving meshes and against the laminate layer inside.
In due time the "osmosis" will cause a total de-lamination
between those layers without creating any pressure.
The "osmosis" fluids, now a slightly acid solution of glycol,
salts and water, will collect in lower parts of the de-lamination
and the roving layer.
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This type of recurring "osmosis" can only be detected with a
moisture meter or by drilling out laminate samples.
If the thickness of the laminate exceeds 8 mm, the Skipper
moisture meter is the only one we have found suitable for this
purpose.
Typical is that the Skipper scale 1 shows green or yellow all
over the hull, while scale 2 will suddenly jump to red in some
areas.
The borders of such areas are easy to locate as the meter
will indicate very big differences when crossing them.
The red areas are often quite large and generally situated in
the lower parts of the hull.
Some moisture meters commonly used by the surveyors, do
not give any alarming signs of this type of damages if there
exists a healthy laminate of more than 3-4 mm on top of them.

3. REPAIR OF RECURRING "OSMOSIS"
Repair of recurring "osmosis" is a delicate task and
demands an operator with high skill and experience.
Any attempt to repeat a normal "dry and shield" treatment
will cause a new failure.
Until now the only reliable solution has been a total removal
of the laminate layers down to the ultimate ones with any trace
of "osmosis" damage and a re-lamination as described in 3.2..
The cost of such a repair often exceeds the value of the boat.
Now the HYAB OsmoCure technique in most cases
provides a permanent but much faster and less costly solution
to the problem.
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Blisters also might recur because a solvent type primer or
filler has been used under the water shield, or if one epoxy
coat had developed an amine blush before the next coat was
applied.
Such blisters are easy to repair.
3.1. Repair of solvent or amine blush blisters.
Solvent blisters have a neutral content, amine blisters have
an alkaline content.
Always test a lot of blisters all over the hull to ensure that
there are no acid ones.
If any blisters are acid, the repair must be performed as
described in 3.2..
3.1.1. Sand away all blisters.
In case of amine blush the total effected epoxy layer must
be removed.
If bared filler under the blisters proves soft or pulverised it
must be removed.
3.1.2. Wash with citric acid or vinegar solution.
Sponge the total surface with a 10% citric acid or vinegar
solution. Rinse with fresh water after 10 - 15 minutes
3.1.3. Heat the hull to evaporate remaining solvents.
Either IR (1000 W for each 10 m²) for at least 60 hours or
treatment with the HYAB Osmolance for 5 minutes / m² are the
most accurate methods.
3.1.4. Restore the water shield.
Use solvent free epoxy filler to even the surface, sand and
apply two new coats of water shield.
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3.2. Repair of recurring "osmosis" after any type of repair.
3.2.1. Remove water shield coats and re-laminations.
Use a peeling machine or other suitable tools. If any gel
coat remains under the water shield it must also be removed.
Grind away all filler spots left from the earlier repair.
3.2.2. Let the sun or IR armatures heat the bared laminate.
A lot of small brown spots, possibly leaking fluid, will then
appear on the surface after a few days.
3.2.3. Obtain laboratory tests on laminate samples.
Choose 3-4 of the worst spots and drill out 30 mm Ø test
samples right through the total laminate.
Let a laboratory check how far into the laminate salt
solutions, glycol and acids have entered.
Peel off all of the original underwater hull laminate down to
this depth. Wash thoroughly and dry the hull sufficiently.
3.2.4. Re-laminate with vinyl ester or a laminating epoxy.
The epoxy might seem expensive, but used together with
quadraxial e-glass mats, the new laminate only needs to have
50% of the removed layer thickness.
Fill with solvent free epoxy filler and apply one coat of
preferably a solvent type water shield, which will provide the
best grip for the antifouling.
3.2.5. The HYAB OsmoCure is safer and less expensive.
Now the HYAB OsmoCure technique allows for a total
sanitation of the "osmosis" affected layers without removal of
more than the new laminate on top.
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In combination with the OsmoCure Penetrator, one single
epoxy/fibreglass layer will be sufficient to restore the strength
of the hull.
The OsmoCure further provides a faster and less expensive
technique for removal of the top layers than other peeling
procedures.
HYAB licensed Operators and Surveyors can also
determine the severity of the damages without removing
samples for expensive lab tests.

3.3. Repair of hulls with deep total de-laminations.
In large hulls often the recurring "osmosis" causes a total
separation between two or more laminate layers.
This depends on heavy woven roving mats used in
construction and/or the fact that too long a time has elapsed
between the applying of some of the construction laminate
layers.
3.3.1. Deep de laminated hulls earlier decided irreparable.
A repair using currently known methods would need
removal of all laminate on top of the deepest situated delaminated layer and at least one layer underneath.
Any attempt to remove only the blistered new laminate and
perhaps a few more, to dry and re-laminate will fail.
The acid filled capillaries in the old remaining laminate
would immediately cause a new blistering.
As a total laminate removal and re-lamination is usually too
expensive compared to the value of the hull, such damages
until now have been thought irreparable.
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3.3.2 Repair is now possible with the HYAB OsmoCure.
The HYAB Osmocure technique is described in a separate
book by the same author.
EXCEPTIONS POSSIBLE.
All opinions presented above are results of the HYAB
"osmosis" research and the Authors practical experience.
As a part of the research, "osmosis" repair operators and
surveyors as well as boat owners in many different parts of the
world have been consulted about the matter..
However the "osmosis" problem is complicated and
intricate.
There might exist other possible developments and/or
successful repair methods which have not been encountered
during the research.
IMPORTANT CONCLUSION FROM THE RESEARCH:
Never cover a hull with any type of coating if you can not
immediately have a treatment performed, which
1: Can post cure all of the under water hull.
2: Can remove all acid residues and styrene.
It is the acid that is aggressive, not the water!!
As more water that can enter the laminate as more
diluted and less aggressive becomes the acid.
If the blisters are only sanded or blasted open and then
covered with the antifouling only without any filler, the
damages to the hull will proceed at a slower rate.
A later proper repair will be much cheaper, than if not
diluted acid is allowed to accelerate the hydrolyse under a
water shield coating.
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